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Abstract 
In combinatorics and analysis of algorithms a Poisson version of a problem (henceforth called 
Poisson model or poissonization) is often easier to solve than the original one, which we name 
here the Bernoulli model. Poissonization is a technique that replaces the original input (e.g., 
think of balls thrown into urns) by a Poisson process (e.g., think of balls arriving according to a 
Poisson process into urns). More precisely, analytical Poisson transform maps a sequence (e.g., 
characterizing the Bernoulli model) into a generating function of a complex variable. However, 
after poissonization one must depoissonize in order to translate the results of the Poisson model 
into the original (i.e., Bernoulli) model. We present in this paper several analytical depois- 
sonization results that fall into the following general scheme: Zf the Poisson transform has an 
appropriate growth in the complex plane, then an asymptotic expansion of the sequence can be 
expressed in terms of the Poisson transform and its derivatives evaluated on the real line. Not 
surprisingly, actual formulations of depoissonization results depend on the nature of the growth 
of the Poisson transform, and thus we have polynomial and exponential depoissonization theo- 
rems. Normalization (e.g., as in the central limit theorem) introduces another twist that led us 
to formulate the so-called diagonal depoissonization theorems. Finally, we illustrate our results 
on numerous examples from combinatorics and the analysis of algorithms and data structures 
(e.g., combinatorial assemblies, digital trees, multiaccess protocols, probabilistic counting, select- 
ing a leader, data compression, etc.). @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
In some algorithms (e.g., sorting and hashing) n elements are placed randomly into 
m “bins”. This paradigm is often called the “balls and urns” model. Questions arise 
such as how many urns are empty, how many balls are required to fill up all urns, etc. 
It is easy to see that the occupancies of urns are not independent (e.g., if all balls fall 
into one urn, then all the remaining urns are empty). To overcome this difficulty an 
interesting probabilistic technique called poissonization was suggested. Namely, it is 
assumed that balls are “generated” according to a Poisson process N with mean z = n. 
Due to some unique properties of the Poisson process, the streams of balls are now 
placed independently in every urn, thus overcoming the above-mentioned difficulty. 
Observe, however, that poissonization has its own problems since one must “extract” 
the original results from the Poisson model, that is, depoissonize the Poisson model. 
To the best of our knowledge, poissonization was introduced by Marek Kac [34] 
who half a century ago investigated the deviations between theoretical and empirical 
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distributions. Recently, poissonization was further popularized in the context of 
analysis of algorithms and combinatorial structures by Aldous [l], Arratia and Tavare 
[2], Devroye [9], Gonnet [20], Gannet and Munro [21], Holst [23], Jacquet and Regnier 
[27], Jacquet and Szpankowski [28,31], Rais et al. [47], Fill et al. [14], Kirschenhofer 
et al. [36], Poblete [44], and others. 
Before we spell out more succinctly our depoissonization results, we first describe 
another scenario. In the analysis of algorithms and/or enumeration of combinatorial 
structures, the original problem - which we further call the Bernoulli model - is 
often represented by a recurrence equation or by a functional/differential equation. 
For example, this situation arises in a large class of algorithms involving a splitting 
process and/or digital trees (cf. [l 1,14, 16,263 1,3638,41,43,47,48,52,54,55,57]), 
and hashing (cf. [20,21]). Imbedding this splitting process into a Poisson process often 
leads to more tractable functional/differential equations. This was called by Gonnet and 
Munro [21] the Poisson Transform. We call this technique analytical poissonization. 
More formally, let gn be a characteristic of the Bernoulli model of size n. The 
Poisson transform is defined as 
C(Z) = EgN = C gn$epz, 
nb0 . 
that is, the input n becomes a Poisson variable N with mean z when z 20. If G(z) is 
known, then one can extract the coefficient g,, = n! [z”](g(z)e’) (cf. [21,22,44]). How- 
ever, in most interesting situations g(z) satisfies a complicated functional/differential 
equation that is difficult to solve exactly. Nevertheless, one can find an asymptotic 
expansion of G(z) for z -+ 03 on the real axis and can bound G(z) in the complex 
plane. Then, one aims at finding an asymptotic expansion of g,, from the asymptotics of 
c(z). This is called analytical depoissonization (which became one of the key tool for 
the analytical analysis of algorithms [14,20,21,26-28,36,37,41,47,48,52,54,55,57]) 
and analytical information theory [28,3 1,32,3840]). Analytical depoissonization is 
well understood and relatively easy when the Poisson transform g(z) is a meromor- 
phic function (cf. [20,21,45]), that is, when the only singularities of g(z) in the 
complex plane are either poles or algebraic singularities. In this case, one can either 
apply Cauchy residue theorem or the singularities analysis of Flajolet and Odlyzko 
[ 171. This technique was used by the authors of [20,21,44,45]. 
A challenging situation in analytical depoissonization arises when the Poisson trans- 
form G(z) is entire (i.e., analytic in the whole complex plane), and consequently does 
not show any singularity in the complex plane. In this case, one can rely only on 
partial information such as asymptotic estimates of G(z) when z grows in the complex 
plane. The main contribution of this paper is in providing an asymptotic expansion of 
gn when one knows only the asymptotic behavior of the Poisson transform G(z) for 
large z in the complex plane (so one can call it asymptotic analytical depoissoniza- 
tion). Surprisingly, these results can be also extended in a certain way to meromorphic 
Poisson transforms as is indicated in Remark 4 of Section 4. 
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One may ask why the Poisson process? Why not to imbed our Bernoulli model 
into another process? This seems to be a consequence of certain unique properties of 
the Poisson process, namely: It is the only process that has stationary and independent 
increments, and which is orderliness (no group arrives) [13,50]. In the analysis of 
some algorithms (e.g., splitting processes) two other properties are even more impor- 
tant, namely: a superposition of renewal processes is itself renewal if and only if it 
is Poisson; and a thinning process in which arrivals are accepted or rejected on an 
independent basis is Poisson if the original process is Poisson, too. For the ball and 
urns model another property is of some importance. It says that once we know that 
there are IZ arrivals from a Poisson process in a time interval of duration T, then these 
arrivals are distributed uniformly within (0, Z’). 
There is not much literature on analytical depoissonization, and most published re- 
sults are tailored to specific problems. Exact analytical depoissonization for meromor- 
phic functions (with simple singularities) was presented in [20,21,44]. Asymptotic 
analytical depoissonization for entire functions was initiated by Jacquet and Regnier 
in the analysis of limiting distributions of depth and size in tries [26,27,48]. They 
introduced the basic idea of the analytical depoissonization on an (implicit) solution of 
a specific nonlinear functional equation, that is, the asymptotic analysis of a sequence 
of Cauchy integrals on the complex plane with saddle point-like estimates. Jacquet and 
Szpankowski [28,31], and Rais et al. [47] extended these results in order to obtain a 
first general (simple) version of the depoissonization result. The results of this paper 
have been partially motivated by our depoissonization results of [31], where we dealt 
with a nonlinear multiplicative differential/functional equation, and some sophisticated 
tools had to be applied to solve the problem. However, to the best of our knowledge 
none of the results presented in this paper has been published before in its current form. 
The results of this paper can be summarized as follows: We start with a brief 
account on analytical poissonization (cf. Section 2). Then, after surveying some prob- 
lems of combinatorics and analysis of algorithms where poissonization/depoissonization 
plays a significant role (cf. Section 3), we present a long list of depoissonization 
results (cf. Sections 4 and 5). We end up with some applications of our findings 
(cf. Section 6): In particular, we discuss conflict resolution algorithms, digital trees, 
randomized algorithm for electing a leader, probabilistic counting, as well as a general 
depoissonization result for a class of linear functional equations. 
Our main results are presented in Sections 4 and 5, and all of them are new or at 
least presented in a stronger version (cf. Remark 1 after Theorem 1). While our goal 
is to prepare a readable account on depoissonization and its use in (precise) analysis 
of algorithms and analytical combinatoric, we aspire to present rigorous derivations 
of depoissonization results so that this paper can be used as a reliable reference on 
depoissonization. Actual formulations of the depoissonization statements depend on the 
growth of the Poisson transform in a cone around the real axis. In particular, we have 
polynomiaE and exponential depoissonization theorems (cf. Theorems l-3). Normal- 
ization (e.g., as in the central limit theorem) introduces another twist that led us to 
formulate the so called diagonal depoissonization theorems (cf. Theorems 4, 5 and 8). 
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The most general depoissonization result is presented in Theorem 5 which is used to 
prove all our depoissonization findings that do not deal with limiting distributions. A 
corresponding general depoissonization tool for limiting distributions is proposed in 
Theorem 8, which is ultimately aimed at general central limit theorems that are also 
discussed in this paper (cf. Theorems 7 and 9). 
2. Poisson transform 
We briefly discuss the poissonization technique: First, we review probabilistic pois- 
sonization and explain its success in solving some problems. Then, we briefly discuss 
analytical poissonization, and introduce some definitions that are used throughout the 
paper. 
Consider a combinatorial structure in which n objects are randomly distributed into 
some locations, e.g., one can think of n balls thrown into urns. The objects are not 
necessary uniformly distributed among the locations (cf. the digital trees example be- 
low). We call such a setting the Bernoulli model. Let X, be a characteristic of the 
model (e.g., the number of throws needed to fill up all urns, the moment generating 
function of the number of nonempty urns, etc.). Next, we define the Poisson model. 
Let N be a random variable distributed according to Poisson with parameter z 3 0, that 
is, Pr{N = k} = e-“zk/k!. Let XN be the above characteristic defined in the Poisson 
model in which the deterministic input (i.e., n) is replaced by the Poisson variable N 
with parameter z = n. Then by definition 
and we use this formula to define x(z) for arbitrary complex z. Throughout, we make 
the following assumption (with an exception for our most general depoissonization 
finding, namely Theorem 5, where we slightly modify this assumption): 
(A) The sum in (1) converges absolutely for every z, that is, z(z) is an entire function 
of the complex variable z. 
Eq. (1) can be viewed as a definition of the Poisson transform z(z) (cf. [21]) when 
it is analytically continued to complex z. Indeed, assuming that we know x(z), we 
can obtain EX, as the coefficient at z”/n! of X(z) =z(z)eZ. The reader is referred to 
[20,22,44] for some results on the exact or approximate “reverse” Poisson transform. 
Our goal is different: We aim at presenting easily verifiable conditions that allow one to 
extract asymptotically EX,, from x(z), provided one only knows x(z) asymptotically 
for z --f 00 on the real axis and can bound the growth of x(z) in the complex plane. 
Before we discuss some examples, a word about notation: We write gn as a generic 
notation for a sequence characterizing the Bernoulli model (e.g., g,, = EX, or, in 
general, g,, = Ef (X,,) for some fimction f ). Then, we denote by c(z) or 9(g,;z) 
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Table 1 
Some Poisson transforms and their properties 
Const 
(-1)” 
u” 
n(n-l)...(n-k+l) 
additive ( p, q)-splitting 
on Fn and GE; p+q=l 
multiplicative ( p, q)-splitting 
on Fn and G,, 
Const 
e-h 
,@-l)z 
2 
F(pz) + G(qz) 
F(pz)G(qz) 
its Poisson transform, that is, 
&)=9(g,;z): = c g+-. 
n20 . 
Section 3 below describes everal Poisson transforms arising in combinatorics and the 
analysis for algorithms and data structures. 
Moreover, poissonization/depoissonization is also a useful tool for studying limiting 
distributions. In this case, we consider a random variable X,, and its generating function 
G,(u) = Ed for some complex U. Then the Poisson transform of G,(U) is 
k?(z, u) = C Gn(u)$ewz. 
PI>0 
In general, we may define a double-indexed sequence gn,k (e.g., think of g,,k = Pr{X,, = 
k}), and then the Poisson transform becomes 
G(z,u) = g(Gn(u);z) := nzo $e-‘E g,,kUk. 
. k=O 
We discuss several examples of this kind below in Sections 3.2-3.5. 
We now present some Poisson transforms and their properties. Let g,, be an arbitrary 
sequence. In the sequel, we say that a sequence gn is Bernoulli additive (p,q)-splitting 
of sequences fn and h, if g,, = ci,o (i) pkqnmk(fk + h,+_k), where the pair (p,q) is 
the split_ probability vector with p + q = 1. In this case, we have G(z) = F( pz) + fi(qz) 
where F(z) and H(z) are Poisson transforms of sequences fn and h,, respectively. This 
property extends in a straightforward manner to (PI,. . . , pe)-splittings of arbitrary 4 
sequences f; with probability vector pi, p1 + . . . + pt = 1. Indeed, G(z) = p (p,z) + 
.. . + f-“( pdz) where F i(z) is the Poisson transform of the sequence fi. In the same 
spirit, one can define multiplicative (p, q)-splitting: gn = c;=, (1) pkqnek fkhn_k. Then, 
G(z) = &pz)Z?(qz). Table 1 summarizes these findings, however, a more complete list 
of properties can be found in [45]. 
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An astute reader may have concluded that gn is asymptotically equivalent o @(n) 
(i.e., gn N @n(n)) when n -+ 00 in all cases in Table 1 except when gn = CI” (think of 
tl = - 1). This cannot be a coincidence, and we systematically explore this fact in this 
paper. 
3. Poissonization in combinatorics and analysis of algorithms 
In this section, we discuss several examples from the fields of combinatorics and 
analysis of algorithms where poissonization and depoissonization turn out to be use- 
ful, if sometimes not the only technique, that may produce a result. In the sequel, 
we also try to show that the Poisson transform can be derived directly from the 
probabilistic analysis of the problem at hand with the omission of intermediate steps 
(and tedious algebraic manipulations) unavoidable when dealing with the Bernoulli 
model. 
3.1. ConjIict resolution algorithms 
Imagine a (infinite) collection of (distributed) users trying to send messages among 
themselves. There is no coordination among them except that a transmission of a 
fixed length packet must start at the beginning of a time slot. When only one user 
sends a message, then a successful transmission takes place. Otherwise, there is a 
conflict, and all users involved in it must apply an algorithm to solve the conflict 
(i.e., conflict resolution algorithm). We consider two possible solution, namely: tree- 
type algorithm (cf. [4, 11,12,22,42,5 1,541 and interval searching algorithm 
(cf. [5,28,56]). 
In the tree-type algorithm, all colliding users, say n of them, flip a biased coin and 
only those who got head are allowed to transmit in the next slot, while the others must 
wait until the former group solved their subconflicts. Let L, be the average length of 
the conflict resolution session provided n users are initially involved in the conflict. Let 
also p be the probability of flipping the head, thus q = 1 - p flipping the tail. Clearly, 
L, satisfies the following recurrence 
pkd-k(Lk + ‘h-k), n 22, 
with Lo=L, = 1. 
Actually, there are several modifications to the basic tree-type algorithm (cf. [42,54]) 
that lead to a more general recurrence. Namely: given LO and L1 
pkqnmk(Lk + Ln_k), n 32 (3) 
where a,, is a given sequence (also called the additive term), and /I>0 is constant. 
Let L(z) and A(z) be the exponential generating functions of L, and a,, respectively. 
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An easy calculation reveals that 
L(z) = PL(zp)ezq + /?L(zq)eZP + A(z) - lo - llz, 
where lo, 11 are constant depending on the initial condition. It is not clear how to solve 
this functional equation unless we rewrite it in terms of the Poisson generating function 
z(z) = L(z)e-“. Then: 
Z(z) = @(zp) + /?E(zq) +2(z) - Zoe-’ - ll/ze-’ (4) 
which becomes a linear additive functional equation extensively studied in [ 11,18,36, 
41,54,55]. 
Now, we briefly describe the interval searching algorithm (cf. [5,28,56]). This time 
access to the channel is controlled by a window based mechanism that we describe 
below. This window will be referred to as the enabled interval (EI). Let Si denote the 
starting point for the ith EI, and ti is the corresponding starting point for the conjlict 
resolution interval (CRI), where CR1 represents the number of slots needed to resolve 
a collision. Roughly speaking, at each step of the algorithm, we compute the endpoints 
of the EI based on the outcome of the channel. Details can be found in [5,28,56]. 
The parameters of interest are: the length of the conflict resolution interval T,,, the 
fraction of resolved interval IV,, and the number of resolved packets C,. To derive 
functional equations for these parameters, we immediately consider the Poisson model. 
For example, E(z) for C,, satisfies (cf. [5,28,56]) 
C(z) = (1 + (1 + z/2)e&*)C(z/2). 
Indeed, if there is at most one packet in the first half of EI - which happens with 
probability (1 +z/2)e-“* in the Poisson model - then we explore the second half of the 
interval, and this leads to c(z/2). Otherwise, we explore the first half of the interval, 
thus the first term in the above equation. 
3.2, Combinatorial assemblies of labeled structures 
Let us first consider classical (labeled) combinatorial structures such as permuta- 
tions decomposed into cycles, partitions of a finite set, mappings decomposed into 
connected components, and graphs decomposed into connected components. We adopt 
here Wilf’s language [58] and call structures and set of components as “decks” and 
“hands”, respectively. For example, in the permutation assembly a deck is represented 
by a cyclic permutation of, say n elements, while hands are cyclic decomposition of 
the permutation. 
Let now hk,n denote the number of decompositions (hands) of weight n that have 
exactly k components (e.g., permutations of [n] = { 1,. . . ,n} into k cycles), and d,, 
is the number of different structures of weight n (e.g., cyclic permutations of [n]). 
Clearly, h, = C kaO hk,n is the total number of hands of weight n (e.g., total number 
of permutations - not necessary cyclic permutations!). We write H,(z) and D(z) for 
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the exponential generating functions for hands and decks enumerations, respectively. 
Also, 
H(z,u) = c hn,k 5 Uk. 
n,k>O 
According to our notation, the Poisson transforms are respectively fi(z, U) = eeZH(z, U) 
and fin(z) = eeZH,(z). 
There is often a complicated relationship between the enumeration of hands h,,k and 
decks d,,, but their exponential generating functions (as well as the Poisson counter- 
parts) are simply related as follows (cf. [53,57,58]) 
H(z, 24) = eUD(‘), (6) 
and clearly H(z)= e D(Z) The Poisson distribution is hiding a little bit behind these . 
formulas, but there is one as noted in [2]. In passing, we mention that (6) is usually 
used to obtain exact enumeration of hands, however, we are more interested in asymp- 
totic enumerations, that is, how to extract asymptotic behavior of h, from E(z) (e.g., 
knowing D(z)). 
3.3. Digital trees and algorithms on words 
Digital trees are data structures suitable for storing data (keys) represented by a 
sequence of symbols from a finite alphabet. We assume a binary alphabet, and we think 
of a key (string) as a (possibly infinite) sequence of zeros and ones (cf. [37,41]). 
There are three types of digital trees, namely: trie, Patricia trie (PAT), and digital 
search tree (DST). In tries and Patricia tries the keys are stored in external nodes 
while internal nodes are used only to branch out. More precisely, the branching policy 
at any level, say k, is based on the kth symbol of a string. For example, for a binary 
alphabet C = (0, l}, if the kth symbol in a string is “O”, then we branch-out left in the 
trie, otherwise we go to the right. This process terminates the first time we encounter 
a different symbol between a string that is currently being inserted into the trie and 
all other strings already in the trie. In other words, the access path from the root to 
an external node (a leaf of a trie) is the minimal prefix of the information contained 
in this external node; it is minimal in the sense that this prefix is not a prefix of 
any other stings (cf. [37,41]). In Patricia tries all unary nodes are collapsed into 
one, that is, Patricia is a binary tree with all internal nodes having degree two. In a 
digital search tree keys (strings) are directly stored in nodes, and hence external nodes 
are eliminated. The branching policy is the same as in tries. Fig. 1 illustrates these 
definitions. 
In the Bernoulli model, one assumes that the number of keys is fixed and equal 
to n. The parameters of interests are: 
l typical depth D,, i.e., the length of a path from the root to a randomly selected 
(external) node, 
l height H,, i.e., maximum path from the root to a terminal node, 
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trie Patricia 
Fig. 1. A trie, Patricia trie and a digital search tree (DST) built from the following four strings 
S,=lllOO . . . . &=lOlll . . . . S3=00110 . . . . and&=00001 
l total path length L,, i.e., sum of all paths from the root to (external) nodes, 
l size of the tree S,, i.e., number of nodes. 
We derive now some functional equations for the above parameters in the Poisson 
model. We start with tries. Let D,(u) = EuDn, S,(u) = Et&, and L,(u) = EuLn be the 
probability generating functions for the depth D,, size S, and the total path L, in the 
Bernoulli model. We also define H,” = Pr{H, <k}. The appropriate Poisson transforms 
satisfy the following equations: 
D(z, u) = u(p&p, u) + qb(zq, u)) + (1 - u)e-‘, (7) 
2(z) = fik-‘(zp)Hk-‘(qz), E’(z) = (1 + z)e-‘, (8) 
S(z, 24) = u$(zp, u)S(zq, 24) + (1 - u)e-‘, (9) 
L(z, u) = L(zup, u)Z(zuq, u) + z( 1 - u)eC. (10) 
The above equations can be derived from their corresponding recurrences by (some- 
times tedious) algebraic manipulations. But, a significant simplification is possible for 
the Poisson model. Indeed, let us consider for example the functional equation (7) 
for the Poisson generating function of the depth D,. Since digital trees are recursive 
structures, and due to well-known properties of the Poisson process, we immediately 
observe that the Poisson transform of the depth of the left tree is D(zp,u) while for 
the right subtree is D(zq, u). Furthermore, since the subtrees are one level lower than 
the root, we have the factor u. Finally, we either compute the typical depth of the left 
subtree (and this happens with probability p) or the right subtree (with probability q). 
The initial conditions add (1 - u)e-‘. Thus, the functional equation (7) follows. The 
other equations can be derived by the same (almost) semi-automatic method. 
The functional equations for Patricia tries are harder to solve since often they contain 
additional unknown terms. In particular, the corresponding functional equation for the 
depth, height and total path length are (observe that the size is 2n - 1 in the Bernoulli 
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model): 
i$z, u) = u( pE(zp, u) + qE(zq, u)) + ( 1 - u)( pD(zp, u)emqz 
+ qW7, u)eApz), (11) 
E&(z) = IT?-‘(zp)F’(qz) + H(zp)eCq + ii(zq)ePP, ji”(z)=zeC, (12) 
L(z, u) = iqzup, u)E(zuq, 24) + Z(zq, 24) + Z(zq, u), (13) 
where gR(z) = (Hk(z) - l)e-’ and z(z, U) = (L(z, U) - l)e-‘. 
Finally, we discuss digital search trees. This time the functional equations become 
differential functional equations, thus making the problems much more challenging. 
We present them for the exponential generating functions instead of Poisson transforms 
since they have slightly simpler forms. With the definitions as above, we obtain the 
following differential equations: 
am 24 
- = u(pWp,u) + qD(zq,u)) + 1, az 
q =ffk-'(zp)&yqZ), 
auz, U) ~ = L(zup, u)L(zuq,u). az 
(15) 
with H’(z) = (1 + z). 
3.4. Leader election algorithm 
The following elimination process (cf. [14,46]) has several applications, such as the 
election of a leader in a distributed or parallel system (a practice exercised when a 
token is lost or when synchronization is lost in a token-passing ring-connected computer 
network). A group of n people (users) wishes to identify a leader by tossing fair 
coins. All n people who throw heads are losers and do not participate any more in 
the election, those who throw tails are candidate leaders and should flip their coins 
again. The process is repeated among candidate leaders until one leader is identified. 
If at any stage all remaining candidate leaders throw heads, the tosses are considered 
inconclusive and they all participate again as candidate leaders in the next round of 
coin tossing. 
It is easy to notice that this election process can be represented by a special trie 
which was named by Prodinger [46] the incomplete trie since only one side of this 
tree is developed. Let H, be the number of tosses until a leader is elected, that is, it 
is the path length in the incomplete trie from the root to the furthest terminal node on 
the left (assuming we move to the left when we toss a tail). If G,(u) = Eu” denotes 
its probability generating function and G(z, u) its Poisson generating function, then the 
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following functional equation can be derived (cf. [14,46]): 
G,(u) 
G(u) - $ + 2”, (17) 
~(~,u)=u(l+e-z/2)G(~,u) +e-‘[(l+z)(l -u)-uezi2]. (18) 
Furthermore, the Poisson mean x(z) = EHN and the Poisson second factorial mo- 
ment l?(z) = EHN(HN - 1)) satisfy the following functional equations: 
X(z) = Z(z/2)( 1 + eCZ’2) + 1 - e-’ - ze-‘, (19) 
E(z) = E(z/2)( 1 + eCzi2) + 2X(z/2)( 1 + eCzi2), (20) 
and Var HN = E(z) + y(z) - [X(Z)]~. 
3.5. Generalized probabilistic counting 
In some applications (cf. [ 161) one needs to estimate quickly the cardinality of a 
large set. A probabilistic counting is a possible solution. To estimate the cardinality 
n of a set (with replications) every element of the set is hashed into a binary string. 
The bitwise OR-composition of modified hashed strings is used to build the so called 
bitmap and to obtain the estimate R, of the cardinality n of a set. More precisely, the 
position of the leftmost zero in the bitmap string approximates log, n (for details see 
below and [16]). 
We consider a generalized probabilistic counting as in [36] in which the bitmap is 
a (d + 1 )-ary string instead of a binary one, where d is an integer parameter of the 
scheme. We can describe this scheme as follows: Let us consider an empty bitmap 
string, that is, with all positions filled by zeros. Assume that n objects (e.g., data, 
persons, etc.) can randomly insert (hit) a 1 at any position of the bitmap, however, 
the probability of hitting the j > 0 position is equal to 2-j-l. In terms of probabilistic 
counting, this means that the probability of the occurrence of the pattern like d 1 . . . 
is equal to 2-j-l since 0 and 1 are equally likely (@ denotes j consecutive zeros). 
Every object can hit only one time. In addition, we count the number of hits in any 
position of the bitmap, but we count the number of hits only up to some value d + 1, 
where d is a given parameter. In other words, the bitmap is a d + 1-ary string. The 
parameter of interest is the length R ,+ of the longest run of d + 1 symbols in front of 
the bitmap. More precisely: 
&,d = min{k: bitmap(k) -C d + 1 and for all O<i < k bitmap(i)=d + 1) . 
Let G,(u) = Ez&+‘, and G(z, u) be its Poisson transform. As in [36] we observe that 
n-d-l n 
2-“+u c 
k=O 0 
k 2-“Gk(u), (21) 
c(z, u> =ufd(z/2)G(& @> + (u - 1 )(fd@/2) - 11, (22) 
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where f&z) = 1 - ed(z)e-’ and 
(23) 
is the truncated exponential function, 
4. General depoissonization theorems 
In this section, we present our main results. In particular, we derive conditions under 
which the Bernoulli model asymptotics can be inferred from its corresponding Poisson 
model. The plan for this section is as follows: We start with some definitions and 
notations followed by a presentation of our main depoissonization results (with an 
exception of distributional results that we move to the next section). Then, we discuss 
several technical lemmas needed to prove different version of our findings. The last 
subsection contains proofs. We first give a detailed proof of our basic depoissonization 
results (Theorem l), and then present a general depoissonization tool (Theorem 5) 
from which all other results will follow. 
4.1. Dejnitions and notations 
As discussed in Section 3, our goal is to study asymptotic expansion of a sequence 
g,, through its Poisson transform G(z) = 9(g,; z). Extension to distributions requires 
to inVeSti@e a double-index sequence g&k (e.g, g,,$ = Pr{X,, = k} or g,,,k = EeGifi 
for some sequence vk), and its POiSSOn transform is denoted as G(z,(z,) = y(g,,k;z,u). 
In the latter case, it is often more convenient to investigate the Poisson transform 
Gk(z) = p(g,k;Z) defined as 
cc Z” 
Gdz) = xgn,k-e-'. 
II=1 n! 
(24) 
We also write G(z) = ?;(z)e’ for the standard exponential generating function of gn. 
As discussed above, our goal is to infer asymptotics of the Bernoulli model from 
the asymptotic behavior of the Poisson generating function as z + 00. However, in 
most cases the behavior of G(z) as z 4 00 depends on the region in the com- 
plex plane in which z -+ 00. Usually, we must restrict the asymptotics of G(z) to a 
cone around the positive axis of s(z). Two types of cones play a special role in our 
analysis, namely the so called linear cones and polynomial cones. They are defined 
below. 
Definition 1. (i) A linear 90 cone is defined as 
90 = {z: largzl<& 101 <x/2}. (25) 
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(ii) A polynomial cone +?(D,6) is defined as 
%?(D,@={z=x+iy: lul<Dx6, 0<661, D>O}. 
Observe that when 6 = 1 the polynomial cone becomes a linear cone. 
(26) 
It should be mentioned that there is another asymptotically equivalent definition of 
polynomial cones that is useful in some of our derivations (cf. proof of Theorem 5). 
Indeed, let IzI > 1, and observe that for z E %‘(D, S) there exists a constant D’ such that 
D’O6 tan8QDlxlS-’ <D[z[“-~ 
where 8 = arg(z). Thus, we could define %?(D, 6) as 
%?(D’,6)= {z: larg(z)l <D’IzI’-‘, 0~66 1, D’>O}, (27) 
and in some of our proofs we use this definition of the polynomial cone, 
In Fig. 2 we show an example of a linear cone YQ, (shadow area) and a polynomial 
cone V(D, 8). Observe that the circle of radius n and center 0 intersects the polynomial 
cone at the angle 0, such that 8, N Dns-’ for 6 < 1 when n +oo. 
4.2. Main results 
We consider now a sequence g,, and its Poisson transform G(z) = Y(gn,z). Through- 
out, we assume that G(z) is an entire function. Our goal is to extract asymptotically 
gn from G(z). By Cauchy’s formula we have 
n! iT(z)ez 
f 
x 
gn = G Fdz=L 
s n”27t _-r[ 
G(ne”) exp(ne”)e-“” dt. (28) 
All of our depoissonization results will follow from the above by a careful estimation 
of the integral using a saddle point method. 
We now begin presenting our findings. We start with a basic depoissonization result 
that holds in a linear cone with a polynomial bound on G(z) (Theorem 1). Then, we 
extend it to polynomial cones, more general bounds, and full asymptotic expansion 
of gn (Theorems 2-4) will be presented. The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in 
Section 4.4.1 where we strive to use only elementary tools. All remaining main results 
are proved in Section 4.4.2 by a simple application of a general depoissonization tool, 
namely: Theorem 5. 
Theorem 1 (Basic depoissonization lemma). Let G(z) be the Poisson transform of a 
sequence g,, that is assumed to be an entire function of z. We postulate that in a 
linear cone Yo (6<n/2) the following two conditions simultaneously hold for some 
real numbers A, B, R > 0, p, and a < 1: 
(I) For z E 9~ 
1~1 >R + I@(z)1 dBl@, (29) 
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Fig. 2. Illustration to polynomial cone definition. 
(0) For z @ Ye 
IzI >R =+ @(z)e’l <Aexp(alzl). (30) 
Then, 
gn =6(n) + 0(&l) (31) 
for large n. 
Remark 1. (i) As mentioned in the introduction, analytical depoissonization was ini- 
tialized by Jacquet and Regnier on an (implicit) solution of a specific nonlinear 
functional equation (cf. Sections 6.8). The first general depoissonization lemma was 
probably formulated in Rais et al. [47]: The authors of [47] gave (a nonrigorous) 
proof of the following: Under conditions (I) and (0) of Theorem 1 one concludes 
that gn =6(n) + O(np-‘i*). This early result should be compared to several new find- 
ings of this paper. 
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(ii) Recently, we proved in [32] that if the sequence gn has a polynomial growth 
(more precisely: the analytical continuation g(z) of gn such that g(n) =gn satisfies 
g(z) = O(zb) in a cone), then C?(z) automatically satisfies condition (0) outside the 
cone and condition (I) inside the cone (i.e., c(z) = O(zp)). 
This basic depoissonization result can be extended in three directions. Namely: 
1. we replace the linear cone by a polynomial cone; 
2. we provide full asymptotic expansion for gn in terms of c?)((,) where g(k)(n) 
denotes the kth derivative of C?(Z) at z = n; 
3. we generalize the polynomial bound on e(z) to certain exponential bounds (see also 
Section 5 for more about this kind of an extension). 
Such extensions are needed in some applications, e.g., for the analysis of the number 
of phrases in the Lempel-Ziv parsing algorithm [31,59-61] and/or redundancy of the 
Lempel-Ziv code as discussed in [39,61]. 
The next theorem refers to the first and second extensions discussed above. 
Theorem 2 (General depoissonization lemma). Consider a polynomial cone %(D,@ 
with l/2 ~6 d 1. Let the following two conditions hold for some numbers A, B, R>O 
and cr>O, B, and y: 
(I) For z~@(D,6) 
I4 >R * I%>I GMpW14), (32) 
where Y(x) is a slowly varying function, that is, such that for fixed t lim,,,( Y(tx)/ 
Y(x)) = 1 (e.g., Y(x) = logdx for some d >O); 
(0) For all z = pe’* with g <IT such that z $ W(D, 6) 
p = IzJ >R + I&z)e’I <A$ exp[( 1 - &)p], 
then, for every nonnegative integer m 
gn = 5 z&jjn@j)(n) + 0(nB-(m+1)(26-1)y(n)) 
i=O j=O 
=6(n)+ 5 6 bi,k+iniG(k+i)(n)+ 0(~B-(m+1)(26-1)y(~)) 
k=li=l 
where bij are the coeficients of exp(x log( 1 + y) - xy) at x’yj, that is: 
E fJ bijx’yj = exp(x log( 1 + y) - XY). 
i=O j=O 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
Note that b, = 0 for j < 2i. 
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Remark 2. (i) To visualize the expansion (34) we present it below for m = 6 and 
6 = 1 (i.e., in a linear cone) 
gn = G(n) - ;a (n) + $6(3’(n) + $n2G(4)(n) - p( ) - ;n2s(n) 
’ 3 -(6) ---n G (n) + fn@(n) + ;n26i6)(n) + &n3c”‘7’(n) + &n4G”“‘(“) 
1 --n5W)(n) + O(rP6). 
3840 
(ii) It is not difficult to notice that indeed b, = 0 for j <2i. Let f(x, y) = 
exp(xlog(1 + y) - xy). Observe that f(~y-~,y) is analytical at x= y = 0, hence its 
Laurent expansion possesses only xiyj-2i with nonnegative powers leading to j >,2i 
for nonzero coefficients bij, as desired. 
(iii) The coefficients b, and its generating function exp(x log( I + y) - xy) = (1 + 
yye+Y are related to the Poisson-Charlier polynomials and the Laguerre polynomials 
(cf. [6]) as pointed to us by H-K. Hwang who also used them in a different setting 
(cf. [24]). Indeed, let us define Bj(x) = CEO biixi. Then, Bj(X) = [yj](e-“Y( 1 + yY;), 
and Bj(x) is the Poisson-Charlier polynomial which are orthogonal with respect o the 
discrete measure that puts a weight PO(X) at the integers (cf. [6]), where PO(X) is the 
Poisson distribution with mean x. Thus, we have 
x (-X)j-k 4(x)=k~o k (j- 0 
Also, Bj(x) = L?-‘)(x) where L:!)(x) is the Laguerre polynomial. Finally, as observed 
in Hwang [24], the following recurrence on Bj(x) can be established 
Bob) = 1, BI(x) = 0, 
(j + l)Bj+i(X) = -jBj(x) -xBj_l(x), ja 1. 
Similarly, one cm compute recursively b, = [X’]Bj(x) as follows: for all i, j 2 0 
(j + l)bi,j+i = -jb,j - bi-l,j-1 
with boo = 1. 
In some applications (cf. Sections 6.8-6.9) polynomial growth of 1 &)I is a too 
severe restriction. This is remedied in the next theorem. 
Theorem 3 (Exponential depoissonization lemma). Let the conditions of Theorem 2 
be satisfzed with condition (I) replaced by 
&)I <Aexp(B#) (36) 
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for some 1 - 6 <b < f and constants A > 0 and B. Then, for every integer m 20 
gn = 5 ‘$J bi&$i) (n) + 0(n-(m+1)(1-28) exp(BnB)) (37) 
j=l) +I) 
for large n. 
Finally, when studying limiting distributions (in particular, the central limit theorem) 
one must study a double indexed sequence gn,k in order to obtain asymptotics of the 
“diagonal” sequence gn,n. The next result deals with such a case. (For example, we can 
set g,,k = EeNaifl where X, is a sequence of random variable and vk is a sequence 
representing the variance of &.) We recall that 
00 Z" 
Gktz) = c &k-e-'. 
n=O n! 
Theorem 4 (Diagonal depoissonization lemma). Let &(Z) be a sequence of Poisson 
transforms of g,,k which are assumed to be a sequence of entire functions of z. 
Consider a polynomial cone V(D, 6) with l/2 < 6 d 1. Let the following two conditions 
hold for some A >O, B, and c1>0, /3, and y: 
(I) For z E W(D, 6) and 
]zI f (n - Dn’,n + Dn6) + I&z)/ <BnBIyl(n)l, (38) 
where Y(x) is a slowly varying function. 
(0) For z outside the polynomial cone: 
IzI = n + I(?n(z)eZI bnY exp(n - An’), 
then, for large n 
9 n,n =G,(n) + 0(nS-(2s-1)Y(n)). 
More generally, for every nonnegative integer m 
9 n,n = 2 i~bijni@)(nj + 0(~B-(m+l)(26-1)y(,)) 
i=O j=O 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
where g,?(n) denotes the jth derivative of G,(z) at z=n. 
Finally, we address the issue of the necessity of conditions (I) and (0). Although 
we further generalize them below (cf. Section 5) we claim that some restrictions on 
the growth of G(z) are necessary in order to allow depoissonization as the following 
two examples show. 
Example 1 (Condition (0) does not hold). Let gn = f-l)“, thus G(z) = e-h and 
condition (I) is true for any /I and for any Btn/2. But, in this case the condition 
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(0) outside the cone Ya does not hold because @z)e’ = elzl for arg(z) = 7~. Clearly, 
gn is not O(nB) for any fi CO. 
Example 2 (Condition (I) is violated). If gn = (1 + t)” for t >O, then G(z) = e”. 
Condition (0) holds for some 0 such that (1 + t) cos 0 < 1. But condition (I) inside the 
cone 90 does not hold because g(z) does not have a polynomial growth. And, as a 
matter of fact, gn is not equivalent to G(n). 
4.3. Technical emmas 
In the preparation for the proofs of the above results, we present in this section a 
series of technical lemmas that are of interest by themselves. 
The lemma below is a well-known result concerning the gaussian integral and can 
be found in textbooks (e.g., [3]): 
Lemma 1. The following identities are true: 
& 
I 
-1 xkeP2 dx = 
( 
0, k=1,3,5,... 
t-V-k/2k! 
(k/2)!2k+‘/2 ’ 
k=2,4,6,... 
and 
J’ 
O3 Xke-aZ dx = o(,-(l/2)@*) 
e 
where 9 is a positive number. 
(42) 
(43) 
The next lemma is a simple extension of the Cauchy estimate on derivatives of an 
analytical function. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that f is an analytic function in a domain containing the disc 
B(zo,r)={z: IZ-zoI<r},f or some zo E C and r > 0. Suppose further that If(z)1 <A4 
< 00 when z E B(zo, r). Then, 
If (k)(zO)I < k!MrPk, k 20. 
fck)(z) being the kth derivative of f(z), 
Proof. It follows directly from the Cauchy estimate: 
f (k)(zo) = 2 .f ,“$+’ ? 
where the integration being done along the circle of radius r and center ZO. El 
The following lemma is crucial for our analysis. It bounds derivatives of G(z) inside 
a cone. We formulate it for linear cones as well as for polynomial cones. 
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Lemma 3. (i) Linear Cone: Let 80 < 7c/2 and 5 > 0 be such that for all z E Yg,: 
I4 > t * IG(z)l G.BlzlB (44) 
for some real /3. Then, for all 9 ~80 there exists B’ and 5’ > t such that for all 
positive integers k the following holds 
1~1 >t’ =+ (G@)(z)1 <k!(B')kIzIB-k. (45) 
(ii) Polynomial Cone: Let for all z E %(D,6) there exist &B>O such that IG(z)/ < 
B]z]fi for ]z] > 5. Then, there exists a smaller cone 48(D’, 6) with D’ CD such that for 
all positive integers k, some 5’ > c and a constant B’ 
IzI >e’ + IG(‘)(z)] <k!(B’)k(zlB-r? (46) 
Proof. It directly follows from the previous lemma. We place a circle of radius 521~1 
for some G! >O at the closest comer of the cone yk, just after R(z) = 5 as shown in 
Fig. 3. Then, by Lemma 2 with A4 = 52 we immediately prove (45). For part (ii) we 
set G! = D’IzJs for z E %(D’, 6) such that the circle of radius s2 and center z is contained 
in +?(D,6). 0 
In the proof of our main results, we often will deal with derivatives of &ne”lfi) 
for which we need a uniform bound. To handle it efficiently, we introduce below a 
special class of functions whose derivatives behave nicely on some intervals. We shall 
use the following throughout the paper: 
Definition 2. Let f@)(x) denote the kth derivative of a function f(x). We say that a 
sequence of functions fn :I,, + C defined on subintervals Z, belongs to the class Do 
fo;j;o real if there exist D > 0 such that for all integers j < k and x E Z, we have 
I fn (x)1 <Dn-j”. 
We illustrate the above definition in the example below: 
Example 3 (Functions belonging to E&(W)). (i) Let f be infinitely differentiable on 
[-1, 11, and define fn(x) =f(xnP) on Z, = [-nO,nW]. Clearly, fn E Dk(w) for every 
k>O. 
(ii) Let F, be an analytic function defined in {z: ]z] Gnu}, n 2 1, such that the 
sequence F, is uniformly bounded. Then the restriction fn of F, to I, = [-in@, in”] 
belongs to U&(O) for every k >O. 
The next lemma presents ome simple properties of the class Dk(o). Its proof is 
trivial, so we omit it. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration to Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. (i) Zf fn belongs to U&(W), then fn belongs to I&(o’) for all w’ GO. 
(ii) Zf fn and g,, belong to class Do, and if H(x, y) is a function which is k 
times continuously dtjerentiuble, then H(fn,gn) belongs to Dk(co). Consequently if
fn und gn E MO), then fn + g,, and fn x gn E &(o). 
To prove our general asymptotic expansion like the one in Theorem 2, we must 
study bounds and Taylor’s expansions of the following function: 
h,(t) = exp(n(eitifi - 1 - it/&)). 
One can interpret h,(t) as the kernel of the Cauchy 
thus not surprisingly this function often appears in our 
property are discussed in the next lemma. 
(47) 
integral (28) (cf. also (52)), 
depoissonization theorems. Its 
Lemma 5. The following statements hold 
(i) For t E [-7c,,/n,nJ6;] there exists p>O such that Ih,(t)l <evPt2, where p is a 
constant. 
(ii) For complex t such that 1 tI< Bn”’ for some B>O, the sequence of functions 
F,(t) = hn(t)e-‘z/2 are bounded and belong to Dk(1/6) for any integer k. 
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(iii) Let <ij be dejlned as 
C Sijxiyi = exp(y(e’ - 1 - ix + ix’)). 
ij 
(48) 
Then, for all nonnegative integers k, there exists Yk such that for all t E [- log n, log n], 
h,(t) = e-t2’2 
2k k 
1 + c c [ijtinj-iP + o(,,~ log3(k+l) n-(k+l)P) . 
i=3 j=l 
Proof. Part (i) is easy, and in fact, p = l/n2 sufhces. Point (ii) is a little more 
intricate. According to Lemma 4, it suffices to prove that the sequence of ftmc- 
tion log h,(t) E Dk( l/6), and then refer to the fact that the sequence of exponen- 
tial of log h,(t) is still in Dk( l/6). Denoting eiX - 1 - ix + x2/2 = e(x), we observe 
that the sequence of functions Qt/fi) belongs to Dk( l/2) for x= O(fi) and any 
integer k > 1. Therefore, the ith derivative for 3 <i < k of n&t/J;;) is 0(n’-i/2), 
which is 0(n-‘i6) for all i>3. In particular, the third derivative is 0(n-1/2). But, 
we observe also that by successive integrations the first derivative of nQt/fi) is 
0(n-‘/6), the second derivative is 0(n-1’3), and ne(t/& is O(l), because the first 
two derivatives of l(t) and k’(O) are zero at t = 0 by the construction. Hence, part (ii) 
follows. 
Finally, to prove part (iii), we proceed as follows: Let, as before, eix - 1 - ix + 
x2/2 = e(x). There exists ~3 such that I{(x)1 < ,Q /xl3 holds for all real x, and therefore 
the absolute value of ne(t/& is smaller than ps(logn)3n-1’2 for t = O(log n). Clearly, 
we can write n/(t/&i) = log h,(t)+t2/2, and thus due to the fact that nQt/fi) remains 
uniformly bounded for t = O(log n), the following Taylor expansion of h,(t) exp(t2/2) 
with respect o nd(t/fi) is valid: 
(49) 
We now expand with respect o t each function e’(.) up to degree k+2i. Replacing each 
d’(t/fi) in (49) by the corresponding Taylor expansion with respect o t leads to the 
remainder 0(t2i+kn-i-k/2 ). Note that nmi cancels the factor ni in front of c?(t/fi) in 
(49). Regrouping yields the desired expansion for some {ij. To identify the expression 
(48), we just observe that we have Cij &xiyj = exp(yQx)) by a formal identification 
y=n and x=tffi for any t. 0 
Furthermore, when proving Theorem 2, we need an extension of Lemma 1 which is 
presented next. 
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Lemma 6. For nonnegative H and j?, let a sequence of complex functions F,(x) 
dejined on x E [-H log n, H log n] belong to the class ED&?) for any k > 1. Then, 
& s 
Hhgn 
_H logn Mx)e-x2/2 dx = Ig G&&(~‘)(o) + 0(n-2kfi). 
Proof. By Taylor’s expansion 
F,(x) = ‘2 $‘(O) + A,(&‘ 
i=o i! 
where d,(~)=O(n-~~) due to F, E II&I) for any k. Thus, 
--I 
H logn 
& -Hlogn 
k-l F;(‘)(O) 
Fn(x)ePXzf2 dx = C - J 
Hlogn 
i=O i!& -Hlogn 
xie-*‘* dx + O(n-ks). 
Observe that F>)(O) = O(n-‘b) since F, E Kbk(fi) and i <k. Furthermore, by Lemma 1 
changing the limit of integration in the above to fco, one introduces an error of order 
O(e-(H’og”)2/4) which decreases faster than any polynomial. This completes the proof 
after some algebra. 0 
Finally, for our exponential depoissonization results (cf. Theorem 3, and 
Theorems 8 and 9 of Section 5), we replace the above lemma by the following one 
which is much harder to prove: 
Lemma 7. Let /?I >02/?2 be such that 281 + 82 ~0. Let D >O and y >j?~. Let F,(z) 
be a sequence of complex analytical functions dejined for z E J,, where J,, is the set 
of complex z such that both 8(z) and S(z) belong to [-DnY,DnY]. We assume that 
F,(O) = 0 and that there exists a real number B > 0 such that F,(O) = 0, IF,‘(O)1 <B@ 
and the second derivatives IF,‘*‘(z)1 <B& uniformly in z E J,,. Then: 
-I 
DnY 
& -D,,V exp[fi(x)]e-(1/2)X2 dx= exp( i(FJ’)(O))*)( 1 + 0(n2f11+p2)). 
Proof. Using the first-order Taylor’s expansion of F,(z) around z = 0, for all z E J,, 
we have the following estimate: 
F,(z) = F,‘(O)z + A,(z)z2 
where d,(z) is the remainder that can be computed by 
J 
1 
An(z) = F,*‘(zt)( 1 - t) dt. 
0 
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Multiplying the function exp[F,‘(x)]e- (‘/@ by exp[-i(F,(0))2] yields exp[-i(n - 
F,‘(O))2 + d”(X)X2]. Thus 
exp[-+1’(0))2] Dn’ 2 n 
6 s 
exp[F,(x)]e-(1/2)X2 dx 
-DS 
exp(-(x - F,‘(O))2 + &(x)x2) dx. 
Moving the contour of integration 
following expression: 
J 
Dd 
exp[-i(x - F,‘(O))2 + 
-DIP 
to a horizontal line containing F,‘(O) we obtain the 
&(x)x2] dx 
=J 
i3(Fn’(0))+DnY 
exp[-+(z - F,‘(O))2 + &(z)z2] dz 
i'Q(F;(O))-Dnv 
J 
iZ3(Fn’(0))-Dd 
+ exp[-i(z - F,‘(O))2 + A&)z’] dz 
-DlC 
J 
Dd 
+ exp[-i(z - F,‘(O))2 + &(z)z2] dz. 
ET(F,‘(O))+Dn~ 
(50) 
By our hypotheses [A,(z)1 <Bd2 for z E J,,, and IF,‘(O)1 <Bdl. Therefore, the two last 
integrals on the right-hand side of (50) are of order 
Bd’ exp -;(Dny)2 + (BTz~‘)~ + BD2nbz+2r + &$2+2/l, 
which decreases to zero faster than any polynomial. But, after substitution z-F,‘(O) =x, 
we can now rewrite the first integral of the right-hand side of (50) as 
J 
-R(F.(0))+DnY 
exp[-ix2 +&(x)(x + F,‘(O))‘] dx 
-R(&'(O))-Dnv 
with R,(z) = d,(z + F,‘(O)). Let us take y’ E 181, -/?2/2[ such that y’ < y. Notice that 
y’ >Br and 2~’ + /I2 to. We can again split the integral into three parts as follows: 
J 
-R(F,'(O))+Dd 
exp -ix2 +&(x)(x + F;(O))2 dx 
-R(F,'(O))-DnY 
- ;x2 + &(x)(x + F;(O))' dx 
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s -_DnY’ + exp -?R(F,(o))-Dn; -ix+  &(x)(x + c(O))“) dx 
s -R(F,‘(O))+Dn’ + exp dx. (51) Dill’ - ix2 + &(x)(x + F;(O))2 > 
Observe that [R,(x)/ <Bd2 since x + F,(O) E J,,, thus in the two last integrals of the 
above quantity &(x)(x + F,‘(O))2 can be estimated as follows (for x >DnY’ when n is 
large enough) 
I&(x)(x + F,‘(O))21 <BnB2(]x] + BnP1)2 <4BnB2x2 < :x2, 
which by Lemma 1 leads to an estimate 0(e-dn2”/8) of the integrals. 
Coming back to the first integral of the right-hand side of (5 1 ), namely: 
s Dn’.’ -_D& exp[-ix2 +&(x)(x + F,‘(O))2] dx, 
we proceed as follows: The quantity I&(x)(x+F,‘(O))~ I< B(B+D)2np2+2)” ten& to zero 
as n -+ ~0 due to 82 + 2~’ ~0, thus exp[R,(x)(x +F,‘(0))2] = 1 + 0(&(x)(x +F,‘(0))2). 
The above expression becomes 
s D”;.’ _D& exp( - ix2 + &(x)(x + F,‘(0))2) dx 
Dd 
ZZ 
I -Did 
exp(-+x2)(1 + 0(&(x)(x + F,‘(0))2))dx 
Dd' Dd 
= I -_Dnl’ exp( - ix’) dx + s -Dd exp( - ix2)O(R,(x)(x + F,‘(0))2)2 dx. 
If we expand the limit of the integral s_“’ D,,Y, exp(-$x2) dx to foe, then by Lemma 1 
we only introduce an error of order exp(-(DnY’)2/4) that decays to zero faster than 
any polynomial. Then, such an integral has classical value 6. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to estimate 
s Dn” -Dni’ 0(&(x)(x + F,‘(0))2)exp(-ix2) dx. 
But this can be bounded from the above by 
0(Bns2)(x2 + 2]F,‘(O)] Ix] + ]F,‘(0)12 exp( -ix”) dx, 
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which is 0(&)(41F,‘(O)I + (1 + IZ$‘(0)12)&) and this yields O(nfi~+~~l). The lemma 
is proved. 0 
Finally, when dealing with limiting distributions (cf. Theorem 9 of Section 5), we 
need a slight extension of Levy’s continuity theorem. The lemma below seems to 
be well known but since we could not find a reference, we present it with a short 
proof. 
Lemma 8 (Analytical Levy theorem). Let Y, and Y be respectioely a sequence of 
real random variables and a real random variable such that g,,(t)= E[etYn] and 
g(t) = E[etY] are their moment generating functions defined in a real neighborhood of 
t = 0. Suppose that limn_,oo g,,(t) = g(t) for t belonging to such a real neighborhood 
of 0. Then, Y,, converges to Y both in distribution and in moments (e.g., EY,k -+ EYk 
for any k > 0). 
Proof. In order to show the convergence in both distribution and moments, it suf- 
fices to prove that g,,(t) and g(t) are defined in a complex neighborhood of 0, and 
gn(t) converge to g(t) in such a complex neighborhood. Indeed in this case gn(t) 
and g(t) are analytical, therefore due to Levy’s continuity theorem, the convergence 
in distribution holds since we have convergence for imaginary t, and g(t) is con- 
tinuous at 0. The convergence in moments is easier since the kth moment of Y, is 
glk)(0) and the convergence of analytical functions implies the convergence of their 
derivatives. 
Let us first extend the definition of g,,(t) to complex neighborhood of t = 0 defined 
by t such S(t) belongs to a real neighborhood. Then, 
Therefore, gn(t) exists and is bounded in a complex neighborhood of 0. Clearly, g,,(t) 
and g(t) are analytical functions. Let us take a compact complex neighborhood of 0. 
We know that lgn(t)l is uniformly bounded in this neighborhood by, say, a number 
A >O. We redefine this neighborhood by removing all point with distance smaller than 
E > 0 of the boundary of the former neighborhood, where E is arbitrarily small. Due 
to Cauchy estimate the derivatives IgL(t)l are also uniformly bounded by A&-l, and 
therefore gn(t) are bounded and uniformly continuous. By Ascoli’s Theorem, from 
every sequence of gn(t) we can extract a convergent subsequence. This limit function 
can only be the unique analytical continuation of g(t), thus gn(t) converges to g(t) in 
this complex neighborhood of 0. 0 
4.4. Proofs of main results 
In this subsection, we present proofs of the main results. For the reader’s convenience 
we first present a detailed proof of Theorem 1 to illustrate some techniques used in 
the proof of our other findings. Then, in the next subsection we present a general 
depoissonization tool theorem (cf. Theorem 5) that is used to prove all of the remaining 
theorems in a uniform manner. 
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4.4.1. Proof of basic depoissonization theorem 
We now prove Theorem 1. The proof relies on the Cauchy formula (28). By 
Stirling’s approximation . - n e I- ’ -“yb&( 1 + 0(1/n)), thus (28) becomes 
9n=(1+O(l/n)) - 1 - it))dt 
= (1 + O(lln))(A + &) 
where 
@ne”) exp(n(e” - 1 - it)) dt 
E,,= n 
ss % 
&nei’)exp(n(ei’ - 1 - it))dt 
IjlEml 
n”e-“&K 
= 
27ci s 
G(z)e’ dz - . 
ItlC[e,nl z”+l 
We estimate the above two integrals. We begin with the latter. Observe that by 
condition (0) (cf. (30)), we obtain 
I/&] <A’Ge-(‘-a)” 
where A’ depends only on A and 5, thus E,, exponentially decays to zero. 
Having E,, “under hat”, we can turn our attention to integral I,, which is more 
intricate to handle. First of all, we substitute t = t’/fi to get 
I,, = & 
s 
SJr; _ 
_OfiG(nei”Jn) exp(n(eiji6 - 1 - it/h)) dt. (52) 
Let h,(t) = exp(n(e”/fi - 1 - it/&)). We need to estimate h,(t) in the interval 
t E [-wi&m and find the Taylor expansion of it in a smaller interval, say for 
t E [- log n, log n]. The latter restriction is necessary since t/h = 0( 1) for t E [-4fi, 
ofi]. Thus, we can split the integral 1, into two terms 1,’ and I,‘/, that is, 1, = ZL + 1; 
where 
1; = & 
s 
losn _ 
_ logn G(neijid) exp(n(e”‘fi - 1 - it/h)) dt, 
1: = & 
J 
j~[_eJ;;,_ ,ognl c(neiqd) exp(n(ei’lfi - 1 - it/&)) dt 
+ A rE[,osn,sJ;;jG(ne -J 
- irifi) exp(n(eijiG - 1 - it/&)) dt. 
To estimate the second integral 1: we observe that jh,(t)l <e-F’ for t E [-&hi, fA,h], 
where p is a constant (cf. Lemma 5). Thus, by Lemma 1 and condition (I) we 
immediately show that 1,” = O(n p e- ~10~n/2) which decays faster than any polynomial. 
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Now, we estimate IL. Observe first that for t E [- log n, log n] we can write 
h,(t) = exp(n(eitifi - 1 - it/h)) 
( it3 =e -t’/2 1 _ _ t4 6fi +=-&+o log9 n ( )) nJTi. 
Furthermore, using (I) and Lemma 3 for ]zI > (1 + C?)t and z E 90, for 8’ < 0 we have 
IS(Z)] <Bi Iz]b-’ and @“(z)] <B~[z]~-~, f or some constants B1 and B2. Thus, we can 
expand @ne”/fi) around t = 0 as 
G(neitifi) =(5(n) +it&?(n) + &(t)t2 
where IAn( <(Bl + Bz)nB-i. In summary, the integral ZL becomes 
-t2/2(G(n) + G(n)it&i) 
-tz’2A,(t)t2h,(t) dt 
-t2’2(@n) + i?(n)itfi)O 
To complete the proof we must estimate the above three integrals. From Lemmas 1 
and 3 we assess that the first integral is equal to G(n) + 0(&l). Thus it suffices 
to show that the last two integrals are O(PZ~-~). Indeed, using an estimate on d,(t) 
we observe that the absolute value of second integral is smaller than (B1 + B,)&‘. 
Finally, the last integral is O(n - kr 3/2 log9 n). All together the error becomes O(&‘). 
Theorem 1 is proved. 0 
4.4.2. Basic depoissonization tool theorem 
In this subsection, we prove all remaining theorems by an application of a general 
depoissonization result that we formulate next: 
Theorem 5 (Basic diagonal depoissonization tool). Let Gk(z) be the Poisson trans- 
form of a sequence g,,k that is assumed to be a sequence of analytical functions for 
]zj <n. We postulate that th e o f II owing three conditions imultaneously holdfor some 
H>O, y, 661 and integer m20: 
(I) For z E %?(D,6), such that ]z] = n: Ids] <F(n), 
(L) The sequence of function fn(t)= G,(ne “‘4)/F(n) defined for t E [-H logn, 
H logn] belongs to the class D,(y), 
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(0) For z +! V(D, 6) and IzI = n: Ign(z)eZI <~(n)e”F(n) where p(n) decays faster 
than n-(1/2)-_(m+l)min{Y,1/6}, i.e., p(n)=o(n-1/2-(m+l)min{Y,1/6}). Then, 
9 n,n =&(n) + O(n- min{y,“6))F(n), 
and more generally for any integer m 2 0 
(53) 
9 n,n = 5 if!Jbijni~j.i)o(n) + o(n- m+l)mi~ly,1/6})F(n) 
i=O jd) 
where bij are defined in (35). 
Proof. The proof again relies on the Cauchy integral that we split into Z, and E,, as 
before, where Z, is the integral over t such that neit is inside %(D, 6), and E,, is the 
integral for the neit outside the cone, that is: 
Z” = 0, 5 SJ 
Dt?' 
27c __D,,&’ 
&ne”)exp(n(e” - 1 - it))dt 
E,, = & J ItlE[Dd-‘,x1 
n =4-J 5 gn(nei’)exp(n(ei’ - 1 - it))dt, ItlE[Dr+‘,rr] 
where w, = n!n-“e”(2xn)-’ = 1 + 0( l/n) by the Stirling formula. We estimate the 
above two integrals. We begin with the latter. Observe that by condition (0) we 
have IE,,I/F(n) < &p(n) = o(n-kmin{Y, ‘I61 ) which is negligible compared to the error 
term. 
The evaluation of Z,, is more intricate. First of all, we substitute t = t//,/i to get 
Z, = g J 
D&l/z 
_Dnd_,iz G(neitifi) exp(n(e”‘fi - 1 - it/&))dt 
D&1/2 
= g __Dn6-1,2 J &nei’ifi)h,(t)dt 
where h,(t) is defined in (47) and analyzed in Lemma 5. We further split the integral 
Z,, into Z,l and Z: as follows (below, we use the alternative definition of the polynomial 
cone as discussed after Definition 1): 
Hlogn _ 
Z,i = 2 _HlognG.(nei”fi)exp(n(eif’fi - 1 - it/fi))dt, J 
z; = 2 tE[_Dnb,,2,_-H,ognl~(nei~~~)exp(n(ei~’~ - 1 - it/fi))dt J 
+ g tE[H logn,Dn6-‘/2] (?Icne -I - it/fi) exp(n(e”/f  - 1 - it/h)) dt. 
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To estimate the second integral 1: we use the fact that jh,(t)] <e-fl” with ,u>O for 
t E [_~n~-r/2,$n~-V2] as discussed in Lemma 5. Thus, by Lemma 1 and condition 
(I) we immediately obtain that Ii/F(n) = O(e-pH* 1os2n/2) which decays faster than 
any polynomial. 
Now, we estimate 1;. Observe first that since h,(t)et2i2 E D,( l/6) for any m and 
&(ne”/fi)/F(n) E D,(y), therefore their product R,(t) = hn(t)ef2j2 (%(ne”‘+)/F(n) E 
D,(yz) where 72 = min{y, l/6}. In view of this, by Lemma 6 we arrive at 
I;/F(n) = 0, J 
Hlogn 
6 Hlogn 
R,(t)eC’2i2 dt = o,#$(O) + 0(n-y2)), 
and consequently gn = G,(n) + O(nP* )F(n) ( o b serving that w, = 1 + O(n-‘)) which 
proves (53). 
To prove our general result (54), we apply Lemma 6 for any k to obtain 
gn,n/F(n)= w, yg &$p(O) +0(n-2ky2) 
replacing the derivatives of R,(O) by their actual values (that involve the derivatives 
of C?(Z) at z =n), and noting that all odd powers of n1i2 disappear (since we are 
considering only derivatives of F,(t) of even order), multiplying by c@(n), replacing 
w, by the Stirling expansion, we finally obtain 
9 
n,n = fl: iE bjjni@_i)(n) + o(n-(m+l)min{yJ/6~ IF(~) 
i=O j=O 
where we formally changes m + 1 = 2k. Notice that the terms in the expansion do not 
involve m since the Stirling expansion and the expansion of Lemma 6 do not contain m 
(cf. below Remark 3(ii)). 0 
Remark 3. (i) We have already explained in the proof of Lemma 5 a way to identify 
the coefficients b, in our general depoissonization statement, but here we provide 
another more detailed derivation (cf. [44]). We can write 
Finding Taylor’s expansion of G,(z) = ck $“(n)(z - n)k/k! and formally replacing 
each ~!$‘(n) by yk we obtain the identity: 
G,(.z)=C yy’=exp(y(z-r2)). 
kB0 . 
Therefore 
9 n,n =n![z”](e’G,(z)) = n![z”](e-YRe(l+Y)Z) = (1 + y)“ePY. 
On the other hand, gn,n = & bijn’yj and th’ is provides the desired identification of the 
coefficients b,. There is a more classical proof of the above based on Stirling numbers 
which is presented in Appendix A. 
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(ii) A careful reader will notice that there is a minor problem in the above proof 
which is more pedagogical than mathematical. When we apply Lemma 6 for some given 
k and expand the derivatives, we obtain an expansion of the indicated type, but not all 
of the coefficients bij are the right ones. For example, with k = 2 (expanding to F,“), 
there appears a term -i s”(n) (which is absent from the final result since bol = 0); 
this term is cancelled when expanding one step further, but then other coefficients are 
wrong. The explanation is, of course, that you get the right coefficients for all terms 
that matter; the discrepancies only appear in terms which anyhow can be absorbed in 
the error term, and there is nothing wrong with the final result. 
Having the depoissonization tool of Theorem 5, we can now finally prove our re- 
maining theorems by identifying the function F(n) (see condition (I)) and finding the 
right y in condition (L) of Theorem 5. 
We start with the proof of Theorem 4 which immediately implies Theorem 2 
after setting gn,n = gn. First of all, observe that conditions (I) and (0) of Theorem 
4 imply conditions (I) and (0) of Theorem 5 when we set F(n) =BdY(n). Thus, to 
complete the proof we must verify condition (L) of Theorem 5 and find y such that 
- fact) = G(ne ‘qn-fi/Y(n) E D,(y) f or any integer m b 1. But, by Lemma 3(ii) for 
all integer m and for all z belonging to a smaller polynomial cone %?(D’, 6) with D’ <D 
there exists B, such that I(?im’(z)I ~B,~z~~-““Y(~z~). Thus, after setting z = neififi we 
immediately prove that the sequence of functions fn(t) belongs to l&,(6 - i) for all 
integer m. Set now y = min{ 6 - i, A}. Then, by Theorem 5 there is some m’ > m such 
that 
g,,n $ i$$Gni@)(n) + O(&m”). 
i=lJ j=O 
The last delicate point is to obtain the correct error term of Theorem 4. But this can 
be achieved by setting m’ = [(m + 1)(26 - 1)/y] for given value m. This will lead to 
the correct error term equal to O(n - b (m+1)(26-1)). Indeed, the additional terms obtained 
are those with i > m and j > i + m. The corresponding coefficients are bijn’GP’(n) with 
bij # 0 for j > 2i. But, their orders are: 
.b+i-jS Gnp+i--2i6 =,p-i(ZS-1) <nb-(m+1)(26-l), 
and this proves Theorems 4 and 2. 
Finally, we prove Theorem 3. As before, the proof relies on Theorem 5 with 
F(n)=exp(&#). Conditions (I) and (0) are again easy to verify, so we only need 
to check condition (L) of Theorem 5, that is, we must decide about the growth of 
fdt) = We it/fi) exp(-Bnb). Actually, we prove that fn(f) E K!I(~ - /?). For this we 
extend Lemma 3, and will show that Ir!?“)(z)l ~B,lzl”(8-‘)exp(BlzlS). We use again 
the Cauchy formula to obtain for some constant 52 
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Notice that z + w still belongs to the polynomial cone since 1 - /? ~6, and therefore 
exponential estimate IG(z + o)l <A exp(Blz + olB) is still valid. Due to the fact that 
the function zB has derivative O(zp-l), we can derive as follows: 
, 
w 
,=y;,_ I% + o)l G Aexp(l~lIzlB + W -‘)lzll-p~) 
for some constant A’. Thus, IG(k)(~)I bA’exp(Blzlp). To complete the proof, we must 
establish the error term. Let y = min{ i - 8, i}. An application of Theorem 5 leads to 
the error term O(nem’y exp(Bnfi)) for some integer m’30. To establish the right error 
term 0(n-(m+l)(i--2B) exp(Bnfi)) we follow the same approach as before: That is, we 
set m’ = [(m+ 1 )( l -2/?)/yJ which introduces additional terms of the value b,n’G(j)(n) 
that contribute ,‘-i(‘-p) exp(Bn8). But, since bij # 0 for j > 2i, 
?Z-‘(‘-p)exp(BnS) < ni-2i(1-p) exp(BnB)<n-‘(1-V) exp(~nb) 
< r2-m(1-2g) exp(fld), 
and this completes the proof. 
Remark 4. One should notice that in condition (I) of Theorem 5 we bound &(z) only 
for IzI =n, not for Iz - nl <Dn”. Because of this we need additional assumption (L). 
This is the strongest depoissonization theorem that we could prove. But, as pointed to 
us by S. Janson, if we replace our condition (I) by a weaker one, namely: 
(I’) For z E %‘(D, 6), such that Iz - nl <Dn”: 16n(z)I <AF(n), 
then, condition (L) follows directly form the above as an easy exercise. The following 
example shows that there are functions for which Theorem 5 works while a weaker 
one with (I) replaced by (I’) does not: Let gn,k = 1 + n!/(k + logk)“, so that 
( ) 
-1 
Gj(z)=l+e-’ l- ’ 
k+logk 
(observe that Gk(z) is meromorphic and it has a pole at z = k log k). If we take a linear 
cone %‘e with 101 <n/2, clearly for IzI =rr and z E %& we have G(z)= O(1) and for 
z @ Wo we find le’&z)l = O(eflCoSe ). Condition (L) holds since for every m > 1 and 
for IzI = n such that z E 970: 
G”‘(z) = O(ePCoSe(, + logn)log-“-’ n). 
Hence G,(ne’ “Ifi) E D,(y) for any y real. Thus, we can apply Theorem 5, and indeed 
9 n,n = G(n) + 0( l/n) = 1 + 0( l/n). On the other hand, observe that the above condition 
(I’) does not hold for our choice of G(z). 
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5. Limiting distribution 
Hereafter, we use the depoissonization idea to establish limiting distributions for 
some dependent random variables. Let X, be a sequence of integer random variable 
and & its corresponding Poisson driven sequence, where N is a Poisson random 
variable with mean z. Let 
be its Poisson transform. We introduce also the Poisson mean x(z) and the Poisson 
variance V(Z) as 
X(z) = Su(z, l), 
V(z) = @(z, 1) + X(z) - (X(z))2, 
where GL(.z, 1) and Gf(z, 1) denote respectively the first and the second derivative of 
G(z, U) with respect to u at u = 1. 
Remark 5. For historical reasons, in the analysis of algorithms and combinatorics we 
restrict X~J to (nonnegative) integer values. But, of course, X. can be extended to 
noninteger real values, and then G(z, t) = EetX N and one would redefine x(z) = Gi(z, 0) 
and v(z) =Gy(z, 0) - (X(Z))~. In the sequel, we assume that & is integer valued for 
simplicity of the presentation. Furthermore, multidimensional random variables can be 
handled in a similar fashion, but due to the length of this paper we shall not pursue 
this topic in the current paper. 
5.1. Relationships between Poisson and Bernoulli mean and variance 
Before we proceed, we must understand a relationship between the Poisson mean 
x(z) and variance f(z) of X,, and the Bernoulli mean EX, and variance VarX,,. 
The next result describes such a relationship. It is actually a corollary to Theorem 2. 
We restrict our considerations only to linear cones, but extension to polynomial cones 
is easy and left to the interested reader. 
Theorem 6. Let x(z) and f(z) + T2(z) satisfy condition (0), and x(z) and f(z) 
satisfy condition (I) of Theorem 2 with /? < 1, e.g., x(z) = O(zb Y(z)), and p(z) = 
O(zflY(z)) in a linear cone 9~ and appropriate conditions (0) outside the cone, where 
Y(z) is a slowly varying function. Then, the following holds 
EX, =x(n) - inX(2)(n) + O(k2Y(n)), 
VarX, = F(n) - n[X’(n)]’ + O(max{k’Y(n); n2B-2Y2(n)}) 
(55) 
(56) 
for large n. 
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Proof. The asymptotic expansion (55) follows directly from Theorem 2 for m = 1. 
To derive (56) observe that the Poisson transform of EX: is f(z) + (x(z))‘, thus 
again by Theorem 2 
EX,2 = F(n) + (i(n))2 - $~?(~)(n) - n[x’(n)12 - nX(*)(n)@n) 
+ O(P Y(n)) 
= F(n) + ((if(n))2 - rd2)(n)X(n) + o(n2~-2Y(n))) - n[2(n)12 
+ O(n B-’ Y(n)) 
where the last error term is a consequence of nF(‘)(n) = O(&’ Y(n)). Since VarX, = 
EX: - E2X,,, the result follows. 0 
We illustrate the above theorem on a simple example. 
Example 4 (ZZD random variables). Let Zi , . . . ,Z,, be a sequence of independently 
identically distributed random variables with generating function P(U) = EuZl and 
mean /J and variance u. The generating function of X, = Zi +. . .+Z, is G,,(u) = (P(u))“. 
Observe that EX,, = np and VarX, = nv. If we consider the Poisson transform of 
X, we obtain G(z,u) = exp(z(P(u) - l)), and x(z) = zp, v(z) = (,u’ + V)Z. Thus, 
VarX, = V(n) - n[x’(n)]*, as predicted by Theorem 6. 
5.2. Limiting distribution results with polynomial bounds 
When dealing with distributions, one must estimate G,(U) from the Poisson transform 
G(z,u). If u belongs to a compact set, then our previous depoissonization results can 
be directly applied. For example, we have the following two corollaries that are quite 
useful in some analysis (cf. [14,33,47], and Sections 6.5-6.7). We again only consider 
linear cones. 
Corollary 1. Suppose 
for k belonging to some set K, are entire functions of z. Let for some constants 
A,B, R >O, B and CI < 1 the following two conditions holds uniformly in k E K: 
(I) For z E 90 
IzI >R =+ @&)I dBlzlB, (57) 
(0) For z 4 9’0 
(z/ > R + $$(z)ezI <A exp(+l). (58) 
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Then, uniformly in k E K 
gn,k =Gk(n) + O(n’-‘) (59) 
and the error estimate does not depend on K. 
Proof. In fact, the above corollary is a direct consequence of our previous proofs. 
Nevertheless, we show below how it can be concluded from Theorem 5. Indeed, let 
us assume the contrary that the thesis of the corollary, that is (59) does not hold. 
In other words, there is a subsequence (ni, ki) such that 
Observe that ni cannot be bounded. Indeed, if the subsequence ni would be bounded, 
then in this case the uniform boundness of G&z) (by our assumption (I)) in any 
compact set yields that the &,k are uniformly bounded if ni are uniformly bounded 
(it suffices to bound the integrand in &,k = (n!/2in) $ G(z)e”z-“-l dz), which contra- 
dicts (60). So assume now that ni is unbounded and strictly increasing, and define for 
a nonnegative integer m 
m # ni, 
m=ni. 
Then, h,(,,, = c&k, for all i. Clearly, E&z) satisfies assumptions of Theorem 5 (since 
it satisfies condition (I) and (0) of the corollary which - as we already pointed out 
in our Remark 4 - imply conditions (I), (0) and (L) of Theorem 5). Thus, 
h, ,, =gn k.=&(n.)+O(npP1) (1 I L, I I 1 I 
which is the desired contradiction. 0 
The next corollary is a direct consequence of Corollary 1 and it already found several 
applications in the analysis of algorithms (cf. Sections 6.5-6.7). 
Corollary 2. Let &z, u) satisfy hypothesis of Theorem 1, i.e., for some numbers 
8 <n/2, A, B, 5 ~-0, 8, and c( < 1 (I) and (0) hold for all u in a set 4?/. Then 
G,(u) =G(n, u) + O(n 8-1) 
uniformly in u E a. 
Proof. Follows directly from Corollary 1 with G,(z) = @z, U) and K = 4P. 0 
While the above corollaries are quite useful in deriving limiting distributions 
(cf. some examples discussed in the next section), there are cases when condition 
(I) is not applicable. In fact, for many problems encountered in the analysis of al- 
gorithms log &z, u) increases in a polynomial manner (cf. [25-27,311, and Sections 
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6.8-6.9), thus @z, U) grows exponentially fast, and none of the theorems of previous 
sections can handle such a case. We need, therefore, another depoissonization result to 
handle these cases. This is discussed below. 
5.3. Central limit theorem for the Poisson model 
First of all, we present below a central limit theorem for the Poisson model. It is 
later extended to the Bernoulli model in Theorem 9 which is our strongest result. 
Theorem 7. Let Xn be a characteristic of the Poisson model with @z, u) = EuXN, 
mean X(z) and variance ?(z). Let the following hold for z + 00 in a polynomial 
cone V(D, 6) with 6 > l/2 and for u belonging to a neighborhood 4! of u = 1 of the 
complex plane 
log C(z, U) = O(A(z)), 
where A(z) is such that 
(61) 
lim A(z) ~0 
z*cu w 
and further lim,,, P(z) = co. Then for complex z 
(62) 
(63) 
that is, 2. = (Xj - x”(z))/Jv( z converges in distribution and in moments to the ) 
standard normal distribution. 
Proof. Developing log @(z, u) into Taylor’s expansion around u = 1, we obtain 
(u- 1)2 a2 
logG(z,u)=(u - 1); lo&z, 1) + 2- au2 hGw)+~w 
where R(z,u) is the remainder in the Taylor’s expansion. Observe that 
& log&, 1) = 2(z), 
-& log&z, 1) = F(z) - X(z). 
The remainder can be expressed as [49] 
R(z, u) = q f (v1~u;;;v))3 dv. 
Now, we apply (61) to the above to find 
R(z, u) = O((u - 1)3A(z)) 
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which, after substitution u = e’/‘@), finally leads to 
TG(z, er@(‘))e- r@/cs(z) = e+( 1 + o(r3X4(z)/a3(z))) 
where a(z) = T(z). This completes the proof. 0 
5.4. Limiting distribution results for the Bernoulli model 
Depoissonization of the case discussed in Theorem 7 does not follow yet from any 
of the results presented in Section 4. This is due to the fact that in Theorem 7 we 
normalized u = eticz). We need another tool that resembles our idea of diagonalization 
of Theorem 5. Thus, we present one more depoissonization result that is used for 
establishing limiting distributions when some kind of normalization is used. 
Theorem 8 (Diagonal exponential depoissonization tool). Let k&(z) be a sequence of 
Poisson transforms of gn,k, and each &(Z) is assumed to be an entire function of z. 
Let log&(z) exist in a polynomial cone W(D,6) with 1/2<6 < 1. We suppose that 
there exists p E [6 - l/2,4/3(6 - 1/2)[ such that the following two conditions hold: 
(I) for aZZ z E V(D, S) such that for (z\ E [n - Dn’, n + Dn’] 
]logG&)l GBnj (64) 
for some constant B > 0. 
(0) for all z $ V(D, 6) such that Izl = n 
IC,(z)e’I < exp(n - An”) (65) 
for some a >p. Then, for all E >O 
9 n,n =G,(n)exp [-t(L:(n))2] (1 +O(n3P-qs-1/2)+E)) (66) 
where L,Jz) = logg,,(z) and L;(z) =@(z)/~~(z) is the jrst deriuatitre of L,(z). 
Proof. We use Lemma 7 with F,(t) = log(h,(t)) + t2/2 + L,(ne”‘fi) - L,(n). Under 
condition (I), the sequence of functions L,(ne”‘fi)n-8 defined on (t: R(t) and 
Q:(t) E [_D’ns-i/2,D’ns-1/2 ]} belong to D,(6 - 4) (more precisely: it belongs to the 
natural extension of D,(6 - l/2) to functions of a complex variable) for any integer 
m>O. Let y<6- 1. As before, using Cauchy’s formula, we obtain 
en(n) Dny 
Sri,,, = - 
s fi -DnV 
exp[F (x)]e--Si2dx 
’ 
+ 2 Jwl~[DtiY,Dd-‘/~] -J 
6n(neti’h)h,(x) dx + 0(nli2 exp(-An”)), 
with u)~ = n!n-“e”(2m)-’ = 1 + 0( l/n). Our aim is to apply Lemma 7 to the first 
integral above. Denoting F;(x) and F:(x) as the first and second derivative of F,(x), 
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we must estimate F,(O), F;(O) and F:(x) for {!I&) and G(x)E [-Dns-1/2,Dn6-1/2]} 
in order to identify the constant /?I and fl2. Observe that by the definition of F,(t), we 
have F,(O) = 0 and F;(O) = i@;(n). But, by the same argument as in the proof of 
Lemma 3, we deduce that L’(n)=O(&‘), and hence FL(O)= O(&) with pi =p - 
6 + 112. 
In order to estimate the second derivative F’:(x) of F,(x), we observe that it is the 
sum of the second derivative of log(h,(x)e”*/2) and second derivative of L,(neh/fi). 
The second derivative of log(h,(x)e-S/2) is exactly 1 - eti/h which is 0(nY-‘i2) 
for x=O(nY). Since the second derivative of L,(ne’jfi) is O(nfi-2b+‘), we identify 
/?z= max{y- 1/2,B-26+1}. Let us now fix r=pi SE with O<c<4(6- l/2)-3/?. 
We still have ~66 - l/2 since y</3i +4(6 - l/2) - 3/?=3(6 - l/2) - 2BgS - l/2. 
To apply Lemma 7, we must check that the conditions on y, pi and fl2 required in 
Lemma 7 are actually satisfied. In particular 
b 
b 
b 
pi 20: by hypothesis /?2S - l/2; 
y > pi: by hypothesis about E; 
Moreover we claim that 2pi + 82 <3/I - 4(6 - l/2) + E (we already know that 3/3 - 
4(6-l/2) + E-CO): we must check both case /32 = br + s-1/2 and /?2 = p-2(6- l/2): 
1. case p2 = jr +E - l/2: 281+82 becomes 38 - 3(6 - l/2) - l/2 +E which is 
equal to 3p - 4(6 - I/2) + E + 6 - 1, and since 6 < 1 we obtained the desired 
result; 
2. case p2 =/I - 2(6 - l/2): 2/?1 +Pz becomes 3j - 4(6 - l/2), as needed. 
In summary: all conditions of Lemma 7 hold and we can apply Lemma 7 to yield: 
exp[F,(x)]e-X2’2 dx = exp[@‘l(0))2]( 1 + 0(n2p1 +p2)). 
By identifying ~(F~(0))2 with -(~r/2)(Lh(n))~, we prove that 
9 n,n =o,G,(n)exp [-5(LL(n))2] (1 +O(n2BI+82) 
+ wi%4 
6 s exp[L,(ne’“iJ;i ) - Ld~)lhdxW ~x~E[Dn’,,Dn~-‘~~] 
+O(J;;exp(-A#)). 
The last step consists of observing that the above integral together with the error 
term decay faster than any polynomial in n even when multiplied by @n)exp[-(n/2) 
x (LA(n))2]. Indeed: the logarithm of ~?~(n)exp[-(n/2)(Li(n))~] is of order np (the 
order of -(n/2)(~5A(n))~ is n2B-2Sf 1 which is smaller). The order of the last integral 
above is negligible since ]L,(ne “fi) - L,(n)] =0(&x) and this leads to 
Iexp(L,(ne’“lfi ) - &&r))h,(x)l d exp(O@ )x - P’), 
and therefore the integral multiplied by exp[(n/2)(Li(n))2] is of order n*-‘/2x 
exp[O(n281 +DnY(O(npl) - @#))I which decays faster than any polynomial since 
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PI < y. Also, 0( fi exp( --A#)( G,(n))-’ exp[n/2(LA(n))2] decreases faster than any 
polynomial in IZ since a > /?, and can also be neglected. Finally, the error term 0( l/n) 
introduced by the Stirling approximation (i.e., w, = 1 + 0( l/n)) is swallowed by the 
order 0(n3B-4(S-l/2) + E ) which is larger than O(n- I+‘). This completes the proof. 0 
With the help of the above depoissonization lemma we can now invert Theorem 7 
to derive the normal limiting distribution for the Bernoulli model, that is, for X, and 
its generating function G,(U) = Et&. We recall that the mean EX,, and the variance 
Var X, of the Bernoulli model can be obtained from the mean x(z) and the variance 
v(z) of the Poisson model as discussed in Theorem 6. 
Let us consider the Poisson generating function G(z, U) such that inside a polynomial 
cone g(D, S) the logarithm of G(z, u) exists, and we denote J~(z, t) = log G(z, e’). We 
have the standard expansion: 
L(z, t) = X(z)t + ,,,,; + R(z, t)t3 (67) 
where R(z, t) the remainder in Taylor’s expansion of L(z,t). We denote V, = F(n) - 
n(X’(n))2 which by Theorem 6 is asymptotically equal to the variance in the Bernoulli 
model. 
Theorem 9. Let 1 and v such that 3~12 > x > v > 0 and p = x - v/2 E [6 - l/2,4/3(6 - 
1/2)[ with i < 6 < 1. Suppose that there exist D > 0, B > 0 and F > 0 such that for all 
real t E [-F,F] the following three conditions hold 
(I) z E %(D, 6): 
IL(z, t)l G Blzlx, 
IR(z,t)l G B]zIX. 
(0) For all z +! %?(D,6) such that IzI =n 
IG~(z)e’] < exp(n -An’) 
for some c7 > x - v/2. 
(V) For some B’ > 0 
V,, > Bin’. 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
Then, for all real t and any E > 0 
G,(e’lA)exp (-x(n)&) = e’2’2(1 -k O(tnY+‘)) 
with y= max{;y - 3v/2,3~ - 3v/2 - 4(6 - l/2)}. In words Y,, =(X, - x(n))/fi 
converges in distribution and in moments to the standard normal distribution. 
Proof. Since L(z, t) and R(z, t) are both O(zX), it is clear that for z E %?(D,6) the 
mean x(z) and the variance r(z) are also O(zX). Consequently, the derivative with 
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respect to z of these quantities are of order O(z*-‘) for z in a smaller cone V(D’, 6) 
with D’ CD. Let us now fix t. We write &(z) = &z, e’/fi) and L&(Z) =L(z, t/a). 
Notice that tf fi E [-F, F] when k -+ co since in the sequel we suppose that k is large 
enough so that the above holds. When z = O(n) in the cone we have L,(z) = 0(tnX-“‘2). 
Therefore, conditions of Theorem 8 are fulfilled: with fl= x - v/2. We have 38 - 4(6 - 
1/2)<0 and for all 6~0: 
Gn(etjfi) =c”(n) exp (-$:(n))2) . (1 +o(tn3B-4(6-1/2)+&)). 
In order to complete the proof, we use the expansion 
log&(n) = Un, t/Jvn) 
t - t2 3 R(n, t> 
= -w)~ + vtn),v, + t v,3’2’ 
According to our estimate on R(n, t) and V, the last term is n~-3v/2 which tends to 
zero. We also have the estimate 
L;(n) = 2(n)& + t%(n~-“-~) 
which leads to 
n&(n))2 =@(n,,z; + 0(n2X-*-12). 
n 
Since 2~ - 26 - 3~12 < 0 the error term converges to zero. In other words, we obtain 
We t/fi) = exp z(n)_& + V(n) - :2(n))2 g + 0(~~3P-4(6-1/2)+~) 
II n 1 
L _I 
with 36 - 4(6 - l/2) < 0. 
Thus, we proved that for a real t E (-F,F) the function gn(t) = EetY” where Y, = 
(X, - _F(n))/fl converges to e t2/2 Convergence of Y, in moments follows directly . 
from Lemma 8. This completes the proof. 0 
6. Applications of depoissonization results 
In this section, we apply our depoissonization 
in combinatorics and analysis of algorithms and 
theorems to various problems arising 
data structures. We start with a gen- 
eral result (cf. Theorem 10) that provides a simple tool to depoissonize a class of 
linear fUnctiona equations often appearing in the analysis of digital data structures and 
algorithms (cf. Section 6.1). Then, we deal with problems where depoissonization of 
moments is required (cf. Sections 6.2-6.4), and finally we present some depoissoniza- 
tion results for limiting distributions (cf. Sections 6.5-6.9). 
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6.1. Depoissonization of a linear functional equation 
Several problems discussed in Section 3 can be reduced to the following general 
linear functional equation: 
G(z, U) = B&/2, u)G(z/2, U) + b(z, u), (71) 
where ]fiI d 1, and u is either fixed (cf. (5), (19), (20), etc.) or u belongs to a compact 
neighborhood %(ue) of ue (cf. (7), (1 l), (18), (22), etc.). Iterating (71), we obtain 
a general solution of the above equation (cf. [28,36,54]) 
G(z, U) = UFo pnb(z2-“, u) fi a(z2P, 2.4) 
k=l 
(72) 
provided d(0, U) = 0, and all the series above converge. Define 
cp(z, U) = ; a(z2j, u), 
j=O 
(73) 
if the infinite product in (73) converges. Then, the general solution (72) can be rewrit- 
ten as 
G(z, U)cp(Z, U) = E /Yb(z22”, u)cp(z2-“, 2.4). 
n=O 
(74) 
Solution (74) is often used to derive asymptotics of the functional equation (72), 
and in particular we used it to solve some problems discussed in Section 3 (e.g., (5) 
and (19)-(20)) as already presented in [19,28,36]. This is possible since the sum 
in (74) falls under the so-called harmonic sum that can be handled by the Mellin 
transform technique (cf. [15]). In general, this allows to derive an asymptotic solu- 
tion to the above equation for z -+ 00, and then “depoissonize” to recover the original 
sequence. 
To apply our depoissonization findings of the previous sections, one must 
establish conditions (I) and (0), that is, some upper bounds for the Poisson trans- 
form inside and outside a cone, respectively. A technique we shall use to demonstrate 
such bounds for equation (72) was proposed for the first time in [25,27], and in a more 
formal way in [3 1,471. It is based on the mathematical induction over the so called 
increasing domains that we define next. In fact, we can treat a more general functional 
equation, namely (for simplicity we drop the variable u) 
G(z) = Ylw%P) + Y2w%d + t(z), (75) 
where yi(z), y2(z) and t(z) are functions of z such that the above equation has 
a solution. The reader is referred to [12,51] for conditions on these functions un- 
der which a solution of (75) exists. We further assume that p + q = 1 (cf. (4)), but 
in fact zp and zq could be replaced by more general functions that form a semi- 
group of substitutions under the operation of composition of functions (cf. [l 1,511). 
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Fig. 4. The linear cone 576 and the increasing domains 9,,, 
In passing, we observe that the above more general equation arises in nonblocking 
conflict resolution algorithms (cf. [12,51]) and asymmetric leader election algorithm 
(cf. [33]). 
Let us define for integers m = 0, 1, . . . and a constant I such that 0 < max{ p, q} < 
J-’ < 1, a sequence of increasing domains (cf. Fig. 4) G& as 
for some constant 5 >O and 6 d min{p,q}. Observe that 
(76) 
The last property is crucial to apply mathematical induction over m in order to establish 
appropriate bounds on C?(z) over a whole complex plane, so we can apply Theorem 2. 
The next result presents a “depoissonization lemma” for the functional equation (75) 
in the case p+q= 1. 
Theorem 10. Consider the functional equation (75) with p + q = 1, that is, 
which is postulated to have an en@e solution. Let also for some positive A, p, 
0 c 0 < 42, 5 and 0 <q < 1 the following conditions hold for IzJ > l: 
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(I) For z E Spe 
(77) 
It( ww. (78) 
(0) For z $! 90 we request that for some a < 1 the following three inequalities are 
true: 
It(z W) < ;ea14, (81) 
Then, 
gn =6(n) + O(P) (82) 
or more generally, for all nonnegative integer m 
gn = 2 ‘E bij&(j)(n) + O(&“-‘) (83) 
i=O j=O 
where g,, = [z”](n!e%(z)). 
Proof. We apply Theorem 2 (with 6 = 1). For this, we need to establish the following 
bounds: 
IG(z)l G4zl B (84) 
for zEY’s, and 
IG(z)e’I <Be 44 (85) 
for ~$90 with a < 1. It s&ices to prove that under (77)-(78) and (79)-(81) the 
above two conditions hold. 
The proof is by induction over the increasing domains C&. Let us first consider 
z E &f$ Define 6, = C&,, II Spe. We take B large enough and greater than A such that 
for M = 0 the above inequalities hold for IzI < 5. We also take a 2 cos 8. Let us assume 
now that inequality (84) is satisfied in &, and we prove that they also hold in a larger 
region, namely &,,,+I, thus proving (84) in 90. Assume now that z E &,,,+I - a,,,. But 
by property (76) we have zp,zq E 6,,,, and we can invoke our induction hypothesis. 
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Hence, taking into account (77)-(78) we conclude from Eq. (75) that 
G(z)1 G Irl(z)lG(z~)l + Ivz(z)lI~(z~)l + It(z 
~~l~dzNzlPPp + ~lY*Wll&IS + It(z 
QB(1 - r/)lzIB +Brlzlfi =BlzlP 
which is the desired result. 
Assume now that z 4 90 and we aim at proving (85). We first observe that ]e”l = 
eacr) < elZl where > cos 8 > cos(arg(z)). Now, the induction over the increasing domains 
can be applied as before, however, this time we consider ga, = g,,, fly0 where 70 is 
the complementary set to 90. Observe that 
GW’I G I~~~~~lI~~~~~~‘Pll~‘qI + l~~(z)lI~(zq)eZqIIe”Pj + IGWl, 
G ~lWIG(Zp)l e~z~peq’R(r) + Blyz(z)lIG(zq)lelZ1qeP~R(Z) + It(z)l 
where the last inequality follows from (79)-(81) and g(z) = Iz] cos(arg(z)) < IzI cos 0 
< IzI. This completes the proof. 0 
Below, we discuss some examples that illustrate Theorem 10. The first set of exam- 
ples deals with moments (cf. Sections 6.2-6.4). Next, we turn our attention to limiting 
distributions (cf. Sections 6.5-6.9). 
6.2. Con&Get resolution algorithm 
In Section 3.1 we described several conflict resolution algorithms. While certain func- 
tional equations arising in these applications can be handled without Poisson transforms, 
Eq. (5) and others require poissonization. Let us, as an example, consider (5) which 
is repeated below 
Z(z) = (1 + (1 + z/2)e+*)?(z/2). 
This equation is of the form of (71), thus has (72) as a solution. Jacquet and 
Szpankowski [28] proved that for large z E 9% the above equation attains asymptotically 
the following solution c(z) =D + P(logz) + 0( l/z) where D is a constant computed 
in [28], and P(logz) is a fluctuating mnction with a small amplitude. 
Can we depoissonize this solution ? One must check conditions (I) and (0) of 
Theorem 1. But, c(z) = 0( 1) in a cone 90 by the results of [28] just cited, thus 
we need only to verify (0) outside the cone 90. By Theorem 10 (e.g., see (79)) we 
need to show the existence of 5 such that for IzI > 5 the following holds: 
(1 + (1 + Iz]/2))ew(z)i2 <eal’l/* 
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which is clearly true for large enough [ since era cos 8. Thus, by Theorem 10 we 
conclude that C,, = D + P(logn) + O(n-‘) (which is stronger than in [28] where only 
0(1/h) error term was established). 
6.3. Leader election algorithm or incomplete tries 
In Section 3.4 we discussed a leader election algorithm due to Prodinger [46] 
(cf. also [14]). In [14] it was shown that the first moment x(z) and the second fac- 
torial moment I?(z) of the number of steps required to elect a leader in the Poisson 
model satisfy the following functional equations (cf. (17)-(19)): 
g(z) = Z(z/2)( 1 + e&*) + 1 - e-’ - ze-‘, 
W(z) = @(z/2)( 1 + eeZ/*) + 2X(z/2)( 1 + e&*). 
These equations fall under (71), and therefore depoissonization can be obtained via 
Theorem 10. Indeed, in a cone yii the authors of [14] proved that for large z and any 
R>O 
T(z) = log,z + ; - 61&z) + O(IzI-a), 
73 1 31 w(z)=log;z+~----- 
6 log2 2 6 log* 2 
with St(.) and &(.) being fluctuating functions with small amplitudes. Here the con- 
stants (-l)kyk/k!, k 3 0, are the so-called Stieltjes constants, with 
in particular, yo = y = 0.5772 15 . . . is Euler’s constant and yr = -0.072815.. . . Since 
both Poisson transforms grow in a poly-log fashion, condition (I) of Theorem 1 is au- 
tomatically satisfied. As a matter of fact, the above asymptotics were derived through 
Mellin transform, thus the above formally holds only for z real (since Mellin results 
were originally defined only for z real). In Appendix B we introduce a complex Mellin 
transform, and show that all results valid for real z can be easily translated into com- 
plex z, as needed for most of our depoissonization results. In passing, we should 
also mention that alternatively we can use analytical continuation to extend the above 
asymptotics to complex z. However, using complex Mellin approach is more powerful, 
as we shall see in Section 6.6. 
To complete depoissonization of x(z) and E(z) we must verify condition (0) 
outside the cone Yo. This can be done along the steps shown in the example above, 
but for completeness we deal here with E(z) provided we already proved that outside 
a cone Ye we have 1 X(z)e’I <e 1’1 for some > cos 0. By Theorem 10 it suffices to 
show that for sufficiently large 4 the following holds: 
2(1 + e- W*),W* < ;ealzl/2 
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But, the above trivially holds since 8?(z) = ]zI cos(arg(z)) < CC]Z] for some CI > 0. This 
completes the depoissonization and leads to: 
Proposition 1 (Prodinger [46], Fill et al. [14]). DeJine L := ln2 and ok := 2xik/L. 
Then 
E[H,] = log, n + ; - &(lgn) + O( l/n), 
Var[H,] = $ + k - $ - $ + &(lgn) + O(lnn/n) 
=3.116695...+&(lgn)+O(lnn/n), 
where al(.) is a periodic function of magnitude 62 x lop5 given by 
61(x):= i _,z<, i(l - xk)r(l - xk)e2nikx, 
k#‘J 
and [(.) and r(.) denote Riemann’s zeta function and Euler’s gamma function, re- 
spectively. The periodic function &(.) has magnitude <2 x 10e4. 
4.4. Path length in digital search trees 
This example is to illustrate an application of Theorem 6 in which the leading term 
of the Bernoulli variance is effected by the correction term of the depoissonization (cf. 
(56)). Let us consider the path length L, in a digital search tree (cf. Section 3.3). 
The Poisson transform of EuLn satisfies the differential-functional equation (16). One 
shows that the Poisson mean z(z) = o(z, 1) and the Poisson second factorial moment 
J?(z)=$(z, 1) become (cf. [31]) 
T(z) + Z’(z) = Z(zp) + X(zq) + z, (86) 
@(z) + W’(z) = ti(zp) + F(zg) + 2zpx’(zp) + 2zq?(zq) + (x’(z))! (87) 
Using Mellin transform approach Jacquet and Szpankowski [31] proved that in a poly- 
nomial cone %?(D, 6) (6 > { ) 
l(z)+ogz+f y-I+$-rx-bt(logz) +0(l), 
( > 
z log2 z F(z)=I-+F yh + h2 - ; - ah - hd,(logz) 
> 
(88) 
+ O(z), (89) 
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where v(z) = w(z) + f(z), and h = - p log p - q log q, hZ = p log2 p + q log2 q, and 
finally 
O”P k+l 
CL=-C 
log p + qk+’ log q 
k=l 
1 _ pk+l _ qk+l ’ 
In the above 61(z) is a fluctuating function with a small amplitude. 
In order to depoissonize y(z) and g(z) we first observe that (86) and (87) are 
dr@rential-functional equations which do not fall into our general functional equation 
treated in Theorem 10. But, fortunately, the method of increasing domains (presented 
in the proof of Theorem 10) still works. Since we deal with Poisson mean and Poisson 
variance we are in the framework of Theorem 6. Nevertheless, one must verify condi- 
tions (I) and (0) for 2(z) and g(z). The condition (I) inside the cone follows directly 
from our asymptotics (88)-(89) and either analytical continuation or an application of 
the complex Mellin transform (cf. Appendix B). Thus, we must prove a bound for 
x(z)e’ and @(z)ez outside a polynomial cone +3(D.6), that is, to verify condition (0) 
of Theorem 2. 
Let us analyze only the Poisson mean x(z), however, we consider a more general 
differential-functional equation (arising in the analysis of the depth in a generalization 
of digital search trees known as b-digital search trees [ 19,40]), namely: 
X@)(Z) =X(zp)eZq + X(zq)eZP + ze’ 
where X@)(Z) denotes the bth derivative of X(z) =z(z)eZ. Observe that the above 
equation can be alternatively represented as 
X(z) = [’ /w’ . . . /w”-’ (X(wl p))e”lq + X(wlq)eW’P + wle”” ) dwb . . . dw2 dwi 
20 Jo ” Jo , 
b times 
provided Xlk)(z) = 0 for all k <b which we assume to hold. We must prove IX(z)1 < 
ealzl for z@Yo for a<l. As in the proof of Theorem 10 we apply mathematical 
induction over increasing domains g,,,. To carry out the induction, we first define 
g,,, = ga, f? 30 where s,g denotes points in the complex plane outside Se. Since X(z) 
is bounded for z E 30, thus the initial step of induction holds. Let us now assume 
that for z E 3, we have IX(z)1 < ealz/ for some m and 01< 1. We intend to prove 
that IX(z)] <e +I for z E ,+I. Indeed, let z E Bm+i. If also z E g,,,, then the proof is 
completed. So let us now assume that z E ?$,,+I - g,,,. Since then zp,zq E g,,,, we can 
use our induction hypothesis together with the above integral equation to obtain the 
following estimate for Iz] > 5 where 5 is large enough 
IX(~)] < IZlb(el++vosW + e14(w+pcos@ + el~l ~0~0) 
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Let us now define CI > cos 0 such that the following three inequalities are simultan- 
eously fulfilled: 
Then, for z E g,,+i we have IX(z)] < ealrl, as needed to verify condition (0) of 
Theorem 2. In a similar manner we can handle z(z). 
Now, we are in a position to apply Theorem 6. Interestingly enough, the leading 
term in the variance of the Poisson model is cancelled resulting in Var L, = O(n log n) 
(instead of O(zlog*z) as in the Poisson model). More precisely: 
Proposition 2 (Jacquet and Szpankowski [31]). With the notation as above, we ob- 
tain 
EL,=; logn+$+y- 1 -a+&dlogm) 
+; logn+$-y-logp-loggtcc +0(l) 
( 1 
VarL,=vnlogn+O(n) 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
for pfq, where h=-plogp-qlogq and hz=plog*p+qlog*q. 
In passing, we should point out that that in the case p = q = i the variance is O(n) 
as proved in [35], and in fact the term in front of n contains a fluctuating function. 
We should add that the techniques of [35,31] are different even if both use Mellin 
transforms. 
4.5. Leader election algorithm revisited 
We refer to Section 3.4 or Section 6.3 above for a description of the problem. Here- 
after, we are interested in the limiting distribution of the height H, which represents 
the number of tosses before a leader is elected [ 14,461. The generating function of H,, 
is given by (17), and its Poisson transform by (18) which we repeat below for the 
reader’s convenience 
5(z, u) = u( 1 + eC’*)G ( i, 24) + e-‘[( 1 + z)( 1 - U) - uezi2]. 
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Actually, using the Mellin transform approach, we can solve asymptotically the above 
for large z to obtain [ 141 
zl%, u 
G(z,u)= -- 
In* ((1 - u)Ul - log,u)Lxl - l%,U) 
+ 6(z, u))( 1 - e-“) + O(zpM) (93) 
where ]u] < l/2 and A4 is a large positive number, and 6(z, U) is a fluctuating function 
with a small amplitude. The above can be used to obtain exact and asymptotic for- 
mulae for the distribution of H,. We concentrate here on the limiting distribution, if it 
exists. First, however, we must verify depoissonization conditions (I) and (0) to assure 
that we can appeal to Corollary 2. Since the functional equation falls under the general 
functional equation treated in Theorem 10, an easy verification lead us to a conclusion 
that all conditions for depoissonization are in place. In particular, G(z, u) = 0( 1) since 
i < IuI< 1, and therefore by Theorem 10 we conclude that G(u) = G(n,u) + O(n-‘) 
(for details see [14]). 
Knowing that depoissonization of G(z,u) works, we may ask about the limiting 
distribution of H,. From (93) and the Cauchy formula we have for an integer k 
Pr{H, < log, n + k} = Pr{H, < [log, n + kJ} 
1 -~ 
= 27tiln2 f 
z{‘os, +k-lr( 1 - log, z)[( 1 - log, z) dz 
! O(n-1) + (1 -Z)Zb&~+kJ dz 
where {log, n} = log, n - [log, n1. Observe that the last integral is O((n-‘). Indeed, 
it suffices to enlarge the circle of integrating to z = 1 (more precisely: we can take 
z = 21/(10s2 n+k)). Furthermore, the integrand in the first integral has simple poles at 
zj=2j j=1,2,..., which are contributed by the r(.) function, and one additional pole 
at zo = 1 coming from Riemamr’s zeta function. The residue at zo is - In 2. The residue 
at Zj, for j=1,2 ,..., is 
(-1)‘1n22i(tlog2n}-k)~(1 _ j). 
(j - l)! 
The special values of Riemann’s zeta function appearing in the last expression are 
related to the Bernoulli numbers B,, r = 0,1,2,. . . , as follows: c(O) = -l/2, [( 1 - 
2k) = -B2&2k), for k = 1,2,3,. . . , and B_2k = 0, for k = 1,2,. . . . Subsequently we 
arrive at 
pr{H, < log, n + k} = 1 _ 20% nl-k-1 + z 2j({b nl--k)_ By +o 1 . 
j=l 0 (2j)! n 
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The remaining sum is expressible in terms of the classical generating function of the 
Bernoulli numbers 
Y -=]gB+> 
ey - 1 
and this yields (with a new improved error term compared to [141X 
Proposition 3 (Fill et al. [14]). Uniformly over all integers k, 
(94) 
us n + 00, where {log, n} = log, n - [log, n]. 
Finally, we observe that the function {log, n} is dense on the interval [0, 1) but not 
uniformly dense, hence a limiting distribution of H,, does not exist (but formula above 
presents the asymptotic distribution). The reader is referred to [14] for more details 
where the above result was derived for the first time (but, with a weaker error term, 
namely 0( l/J;;)). 
An interesting extension was recently considered by Janson and Szpankowski [33] 
who analyzed the asymmetric leader election process in which p is the probability of 
survival at each round (p # i ). In this case, the Poisson transform &z, u) satisfies the 
following functional equation 
Asymptotic solution of this equation is much more intricate. We observe that the 
Poisson transform &z) = C Pr{H, = k}(z”/n!)e-’ fulfills 
II>0 
Go(z) = ze-‘, 
G+l(z)=Gdpz) + e -P”&z), k 2 1. 
This yields the following solution as proved in [33] 
(95) 
.I 
P 
-’ Gk(z) = pkZ e-Pkzt dp(t), (96) 
0 
where p(t) is defined as follows: Partition the positive real axis into an infinite sequence 
of consecutive intervals Zo,Zr,. . . such that Zk has length (q/p)S(k), where s(k) is the 
number of 1’s in the binary expansion of k. Thus ZO = [0, 11, It = [ 1, 1 + q/p], . . . . Note 
that the total length of the first 2m intervals (lo,. . . ,&-I ) is p-“, and that these 2” 
intervals are obtained by repeated subdivisions of [0, p-“1, each time dividing each 
interval in the proportions p : q. Given these intervals, define p by putting a point mass 
IZk 1 at the right endpoint of Zk, for each k = 0, 1, . . . 
To obtain an asymptotic distribution for H,,, one must depoissonize &(Z) and then 
apply Corollary 1. Observe that only a slight generalization of Theorem 10 is required 
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to handle the functional equation (95). Conditions of Theorem 10 are easy to check. 
However, since we have an explicit formula for &(z) (cf. (96)), we may check 
condition (I) and (0) directly. For the reader’s convenience, we prove now that inside 
a cone Ye we have C&(z) = 0( 1) uniformly over all natural numbers k. Indeed, we 
first evaluate the function F(x) defined for positive x as 
F(x) =x 
Icy 
epXf d@(t). (97) 
0 
Let, without losing generality, q>, p, and set CI = q/p > 1. Noting that the interval Zj 
satisfy a < \Zi I< 0cj, we can estimate 
F(x) :=x 
Jrn 
@‘dp(‘) =x 5 e-x(lrlI+“‘+lrjl)lZjl 
0 j=l 
< x E e-Guolj = 
x 
j=l 
ear-log d( _ 1. 
Clearly, the above is bounded when we replace x either by lzlpk or 8(z) in a cone 
Se. This establishes condition (I). Conditions (0) can be proved in a similar manner 
(cf. [33] for details). 
Now, we are ready to apply Corollary 1 to arrive at, as already proved in [33]: 
Proposition 4 (Janson and Szpankowski [33]). The following holds, uniformly for all 
integers k, 
Pr{(ZZ, 6k) = F(pkn) + O(n-I), 
where F(x) is defined in (97). In particular, when k = [log, nJ +JC where K is an integer 
and P = 1 Jp, then for large n the following asymptotic formula is true uniformly 
ouer K: 
Pr{ff,, < [log, n] i- K} = pK-t’ogpn’ eC’PK-t’ogpn’ @.4t)+O ; , 
0 
where {log, n} = log, n - Llog, n]. 
Observe that for p = q = i we obtain 
F(X) =x E e-j’ = -&, 
j=l 
and our results coincide with those of [14] and our (94). 
6.6. Probabilistic counting 
In Section 3.5 we described a generalized probabilistic counting algorithm. We ar- 
gued that to estimate the cardinality of set, one can measure a quantity R,,,d whose 
generating function and Poisson generating function satisfy functional equations (21) 
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and (22), respectively. In this example, we show how to depoissonize G(z, u) to obtain 
an asymptotic distribution (actually, we shall see that the limiting distribution of Rn,d 
does not exist). 
Let G,(U) = E&J, and G(z, U) = EZ&J be the probability generating function and 
its Poisson transform, respectively. As in [36] we observe that 
G(z, u) = 4&/2)G(z/2, u) + (u - 1 )(fd(z/2) - l), 
where fd(z) = 1 - ed(z)e-’ and 
is the truncated exponential function. 
Our goal is to estimate the limiting distribution through depoissonization. First of 
all, we consider fi(z, U) = G(z,u) - 1 instead of G(z,(z,) which satisfies the following 
functional equation: 
&, u) = &(z/2)&/2, u) + (u - l)fd(z/2). 
This is a linear functional equation of type (71), hence (72) is its solution which 
becomes in this case: 
cp(X)ii(Z,X) = (z - l)Ez”cp(x2-“-9, 
n=O 
where 
q(z) = ,fioh(Z2’) =,po(l - ed(z2i)e-ZZ' 1. 
This implies 
1 - G(z, 24) 
l-u 
and finally 
hk(z)=[uk] F (- ) =e -zN~oPr{&d >k}$ =‘(,,;-“. 
To evaluate the limiting distribution we apply Corollary 1 to G&z). We must verify 
conditions (I) and (0). The condition (0) outside the cone 90 where f3<rr/2 is easy 
to check, and it follows directly from the functional equation, as we already seen in 
previous sections (cf. [36]). The difficulty is to prove a bound on G&r) inside the cone 
90. We use the complex Mellin transform as discussed in Appendix B to establish the 
following bound: 
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Lemma 9. For all z E Ye with z # 0 and 181 <x/2 we have uniformly 
I&)1 <A (98) 
where A is a constant. Also, for large z we have q(z) = 1 + O(zwM) for any M > 0. 
Proof. First of all, we observe that for large z the series in q(z) converges exponen- 
tially fast, and one immediately proves that q(z) = 1 + O(Z-~) for any A4 > 0. Thus, 
the only difficult part is to prove (98) for z close to zero, which we consider next. For 
simplicity of presentation we only assume d = 0. We use complex Mellin transform. 
Let e(z)= logcp(z). Observe that (for d =0) 
t!(z) = log( 1 - e-‘) + 422). 
Hence, the Mellin e*(s) of e(z) exists in R(S) E (0,oo) and it becomes (cf. [ 151) 
[*@) = _ T(s)& + 1) 
(1 -2-S) . 
There is a triple pole at s = 0 which gives us for z + 0 (ignoring the fluctuating term) 
e(z>=-;(log2z+logz)+0(1). 
Thus q(z) = exp(Qz)) = exp(-4 log2 z - i logz + 0( 1)). To show a uniform bound 
around z = 0, let z = pe”. Then, 
I&z)1 = exp(Zl?(Qz)) = exp(-0.5(log2 p - t12 + logp)). 
Observe that for p < pc where 
log2 pc - 7c2/4 + log pc > 0 
the function q(z) is bounded for p small, and this completes the proof. 0 
Having the above result, we easily show that 
IV(z2-k-‘)l GA 
IV(Z)1 . 
which completes the proof of the depoissonization 
we prove that 
Pr{R,d>k}= ‘(tc)-‘) +0(1/n), 
inequality (I). Thus, by Corollary 1 
or more precisely we obtain the following result of [36] with a better error term (in 
[36] only O(K-(~/~)+&) error was established): 
Proposition 5 (Kirschenhofer et al. [36]). For any integer m 
Pr{R,d d log, n + m - 1) = 1 - ~(2-m+0gznl) + O(n-‘) 
where {log n} = log n - [log n]. 
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6.7. Depth in a PATRICIA trie 
We illustrate in this subsection a usage of the “diagonal depoissonization” with a 
polynomial bound inside a cone, that is, Theorem 4, while in the next two subsections 
we apply “diagonal exponential depoissonization”, that is, Theorems 8 and 9. 
Let us consider the depth in a PATRICIA trie (cf. Section 3.3), that is, we study 
D(z, u) which satisfies the functional equation (11) that we repeat here 
&z, u) = u(pD(zp, 24) + q&zq, 2.4)) + (1 - u)(pD(zp, u)eeqZ + q&zq, u)eKPZ). 
Observe that the unknown function D(z, u) is involved in a product with e-q’ and 
e-P2 which makes the equation complicated, and in fact it does not have a simple 
explicit solution. Nevertheless, it falls under Theorem 10 with yi(z) = up+( 1 -u)pe-q’, 
yz(z)=uq+(l -u)qe-p’ and t(z)= 0. Furthermore, for p #q the asymptotic behavior 
of D(z, u) inside a cone Ys (z --) co) is determined by the first two terms of the above 
equation. Using Mellin transform Rais et al. [47] proved that for large z the Poisson 
depth is normal, that is, for z large in a cone 90, and u=e* where t is complex we 
have: 
e -t%z)/u(z)D(Z, t/++ = et%( 1 + 0( l/o(z))), (99) 
where x(z) = O(logz) is the Poisson mean, and a2(z) = v(z) = O(logz) is the Poisson 
variance. This result extends to PATRICIA trie similar results of Jacquet and Regnier 
[26], and Jacquet and Szpankowski [29] (no poissonization/depoissonization was used) 
established for tries. 
One now must depoissonize (99) in order to establish the central limit law for the 
Bernoulli model. First of all, an easy application of Theorem 6 leads us to EO, N x(n) 
and Var D, N q(n). In fact, from Szpankowski [55] we know that ED, = (l/h)logn + 
O(1) and 
h2 - h2 
VarD, = ~ hj logn + O(1) 
where h= -p log p - q logq is the entropy, and h2 = p log2 p + q log2 q. Thus, we 
only need to depoissonize (99) in order to obtain the limiting distribution. We first 
observe that the above functional equation falls under Theorem 10 as mentioned above 
(with yi(z) = up + (1 - u)pe-q’, yz(z) = uq + (1 - u)qe-p’ and t(z) = 0). Thus, the 
mathematical induction over increasing domains works in this case, too, and we can 
conclude - as the authors of [47] - that D(z, u) = O(z’) for any a>0 inside a cone 
9~ for z large. This actually completes the depoissonization, and by Corollary 2 we 
arrive at [47]: 
Proposition 6 (Rais et al. [47]). For complex t 
,-tED./~E,tDn/~ _ 
- et2’2( 1 + 0(1/&G)), 
that is, (D, - ED,)/dw converges in distribution and in moments to the standard 
normal distribution. 
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6.8. Size of a tries 
Let us now consider 
built from n strings). In 
multiplicative functional equation (9), which we repeat below: 
S(z, 2.4) = &(zp, u)&(zq, U) + (1 - u)e-‘. 
the size S, of a trie (i.e., number of internal nodes in a trie 
Section 3.3 we show that its Poisson transform $z, U) satisfies 
55 
Due to the multiplicative nature of the above functional equation, one should expect 
larger rate of growth inside a cone, hence our depoissonization results with polynomial 
growth could not work anymore, and we have to appeal to our exponential depois- 
sonization (cf. T_heorems 3 and 8). Indeed, Jacquet and Regnier [27] (cf. also [4X]) 
proved that logS(z, U) exists and logS(z, U) = O(z) inside a linear cone Ye for some 
0 < 101 <n/2 and u complex in a neighborhood of 1 (equivalently, by setting u = e’ 
we consider t in a complex neighborhood of 0). Furthermore, Regnier and Jacquet 
[48] proved that Poisson mean _?(z)=O(z), Poisson variance F(z)= O(zlogz), and 
the remainder R(z, t) = O(z), thus log ?(z, e’) = t F(z) + t2 p(z)/2 + t3R(z, t). A sim- 
ple application of Theorem 6 shows that the Bernoulli variance Var S,, = O(n). By 
Theorem 7 the size in the Poisson model (i.e., & where N is a Poisson distributed 
random variable) is asymptotically normally distributed. More formally: 
To translate the above into the Bernoulli model, we must apply Theorem 9. We 
first observe that all assumptions of this theorem hold with x = 1, v = 1 and 6 = 1: 
B = l/2 E [1/2,2/3[. Thus: 
Proposition 7 (Jacquet and Regnier [27]). The normalized size of a trie that is, 
where N(0, 1) is the standard normal distribution. In fact, (S, - E&)/d- also 
converges in moments, and the convergence rate is 0(nE-‘/2) for E >O arbitrarily 
small. 
6.9. Path length in a digital search tree revisited 
Finally, we study one of the most challenging problems of this paper, namely, the 
limiting distribution of the path length L, in digital search tree (cf. Section 3.3). Its 
exponential generating function L(z, U) =z(z, u)e’ satisfies differential-functional multi- 
plicative equation (16) that we repeat below 
Wz, 24 ) 
~ = L( puz, u)L(quz, 24). az 
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This equation was studied in Jacquet and Szpankowski [31] in order to determine 
the limiting distribution of the number of phrases in the Lempel-Ziv parsing scheme 
[61]. Interestingly enough, the growth of L(z, u) is quite complicated. It was proved 
in [3 l] that logL(z, u) exists and logL(z, u) = O(zK (U)+E) for u in a real neighborhood 
of 1 and z in a cone %(D, S) with 6 < 1 arbitrarily close to 1. Actually, IC(U) satisfies 
the relation (pu) K(u) + (qu)“(‘) = 1, and one can show that rc(u)= 1 + h(u - 1) + 
O((u - 1)2) where h is the entropy. We should also add that this problem motivated 
us to introduce polynomial cones. In such a cone %?(D, 6) with 6 < 1 (but arbitrarily 
close to 6 = 1 when u approaches 1 ), we have shown in [3 l] that any derivative of 
log L(z, u) grows like O(Z@)+~) for any E > 0. Furthermore, in Section 6.4 we studied the 
Poisson mean T(z) and the Poisson variance F(z) and proved that z(z) = O(z logz) 
and T(z) = O(z log2 z). Thus, by Theorem 7 we immediately see that L,v in the Poisson 
model is normally distributed with the rate of convergence O(Z-(‘/~)+‘). 
Extension of the above result to the Bernoulli model requires substantial work as 
demonstrated in [31]. Fortunately, we can significantly simplify the proof by apply- 
ing our Theorem 9. We first observe that (cf. Section 6.4) the Bernoulli variance 
I’, = Var L, = O(n log n), hence all conditions of Theorem 9 hold with x = 1 + E and 
v = 1, and 6 = 1 - E and E > 0 arbitrarily small. Thus p = l/2 + E which belongs to 
[l/2 - E, 2/3 - 4/3a[ (it suffices to choose E small enough). Consequently, the external 
length in digital search trees is asymptotically normal in distribution and in moments. 
More formally: 
Proposition 8 (Jacquet and Szpankowski [31]). For arbitrary E >0 and real t 
e -tEL,/V%E etL,iJii;; _ (1/2)t2 ( >-e (1+0(&F)) 
where EL,, is given by (90) and V,, = Var L, is computed according to (92). 
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Appendix A. A formal proof of (35) 
We now formally prove the general expression (34) by showing that the coefficients 
b, satisfy (35). To identify these coefficients, we are allowed to choose any Iunction 
g,, that satisfies our hypothesis. For simplicity, we now assume that gn = (n)~, where 
(x)~ =X(X - 1) . . . (x - G + 1). In this case G(z) = zc, so we are in the framework of 
Theorem 2. We use the identity 
i=e 
(n)e = CPs(f, t - i), 
where the s(n, k)‘s are the Stirling numbers of first kind [7]. It is known [7, Example 
16, P. 2271, that 
i=o 
2i 
s(f,d - i)= C 
e 0 j=i+l j s2W - 9, 
where sz(n,k) are defined by [7, Example 20 p, 2951, 
Cs2(n, k)t”uk/n! = evtU( 1 + t)“. 
n,k 
Noticing that G(i)(n)/j! = (;)n(-j, we finally obtain 
i=t 2i 
(fib = C C s2W - i>n 
e-i f 
i=O j=i+l 0 .i 
i=l 2i 
= c c G(n~,~W~j - i),ii 
i=O j=i+l j! 
= E i~G(j,(,~S2(i3i)ni. 
j=lJ i=O j! 
Thus, cij = s2( j, i)/j! = bij, and OUT result follows from (A. 1). 
Appendix B. Mellin transform of a complex variable 
(A.11 
In various applications of poissonization/depoissonization (and also singularity anal- 
ysis), one needs to deal with the Mellin transform of a complex analytical function. 
Since we did not find a proper reference to such an extension (except for some remarks 
in [8, lo]; see also [15,26]), we add this appendix for completeness of the presentation. 
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In the theorem below, we list basic facts about Mellin transform of a function f(x) 
of a real variable x. Its proof is a classical one, and can be found in many places, 
e.g., [lo, 151. 
Theorem A.l. Let f(x) be a function defined for a nonnegative real x such that 
f(x) = 0(x-‘) for x + 0 and f(x) = O(xAd) f or x + 00. We assume that f(x) is twice 
dzjjerentiable, and f”(x) = O(x-c-2)for x + 0 while f”(x) = O(xPd-*) for x -+ M (or 
more generally: there is an interval (c, d) such that for ail b f (c, d): f”(x) = 0(xmbe2) 
as x+0 andx-+oo). Then: 
(i) The Mellin transform &(f,s) = f *(s) = Jo” f (x)x’-’ dx exists in the strip 
X(s) E (c, d). 
(ii) The Mellin transform f *(b + it) is absolutely integrable with respect o vari- 
able t from --co to +CG as long as b E (c,d), that is, 
s 
00 
_-03 If*(b+it)ldt<m. 
(iii) The inverse Mellin transform exists and 
f(x)=&/ x-“f*(s)ds 
W(s)=b 
for b E (c, d). 
We now extend the Mellin transform to a complex function F(z) such that f(x) = 
F(z)l,=,,o for z complex. 
Theorem A.2. Let (g,,&) be an interval containing 0. Let F(z) be an analytical 
function dejined for z in a cone SQ,,~, = {z: 81~ arg(z) < 02) such that F(z) = O(zP) 
for z 4 0, and F(z) = O(zed) f or z -+ 00 with z confuted to the cone (or more gen- 
erally: there is an interval (c,d) such that for all b E (c, d): F(z) = O(zPb) as z -+ 0 
and z + 00 in the cone). Then: 
(i) Let -rP,- be a curve that starts at z = 0 and goes to 00 inside the cone Ye1,e2. 
For X(s) E (c, d) the integral 
A’(F,s) = F*(s) : = 
s 
F(z)zS-’ dz 
qrn 
exists and does not depend on the curve &jm. We call it the complex Mellin transform. 
(ii) The complex Mellin transform F*(s) is identical to the real Mellin transform 
f*(s), that is, 
F(x)x ‘--l dx = f *(s) = F*(s) = 
J 
F(z)zS-’ dz. 
J%- 
Furthermore, A(F(za),s) = a-‘f *(s) defined on Se,-arg(a),e2_-arg(n) with aEYe,,e,. 
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(iii) For b E (c,d) and 01~ 8 < 02, f *(b+it)eO’ is absolutely integrable with respect 
to variable t from -cc to +oo. The inverse Mellin exists and becomes 
F(z) = & 
I 
zPf*(s) ds 
R(S) = b 
.for b E (c, d). 
Proof. For part (i), observe that the function F(z)zS-’ is analytical, thus by Cauchy 
formula 
.f 
F(z)zS-’ dz = 0 
where the integration is over any arbitrary closed curve inside the cone Ys,,02. Let zr 
and z2 be two points on Yam, let Y = 1~11 and R = 1~21 and let 9’: be the part of Yam 
between z1 and ~2. Let further A, and & be the circular arcs connecting z1 with r and 
z2 with R. We integrate along the closed curve formed by _Yt, the subinterval (r,R) 
of the real line and the two arcs A, and AR. Let us first consider the contribution of 
AR. Then 
s F(z)zS-’ dz = s R F(z)zS-’ dz + LP 0 0 s F(z)zS-’ dz. “h G4.2) 
Passing to the limit in the above, and noticing that JAR F(z)zS-’ dz = O(RS-‘) for any 
b E (%2(s), d), we conclude that the contribution of the arc vanishes when R + 00. In a 
similar manner, we consider the contribution of A, for r + 0. This proves part (i) and 
the first part of (ii). 
For part (ii), we infer immediately from (A.2), that is, 
.I 
R 
F(z)z’-’ dz= lim 
R-co o 
F(z)z+’ dz = f*(s)< 
To prove the identity JZ(F(za), s) = a-‘f*(s) one only needs to make the change of 
variable za = z’ in the integration. Notice that function F(za) is now defined in cone 
&I,-arg(a)&arg(a). 
Point (iii) is a natural consequence of point (ii) by selecting a = eie. In this case, 
the (real) Mellin transform of function F(xe-‘“) becomes e”f*(s) which is abso- 
lutely integrable by part (ii) of Theorem A. 1. Therefore, for all z E 9’%,,%, the function 
zpSf*(s) is absolutely integrable with respect to Q(s). Finally, we conclude that the 
Mellin inverse identity holds in the complex case. 0 
The above extension enjoys all “nice” properties of Mellin transform of real x. In 
particular, it can be used to obtain an asymptotic expansion of F(z) for z 4 0 and 
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z + co, as we know from the Mellin transform of a function of real variable. Indeed, 
this is proved formally below: 
Theorem A.3. Let f(x) be a function of real variable. Let f*(s) be its Mellin 
transform dejined in the strip 3?(s) E (c,d). Let (01, &) be an interval containing 0. 
Zffor all b E (c,d) function f *(b+it)eslf and f *(b+it)e*z’ are absolutely integrable, 
then 
(i) The analytic continuation F(z) of f( x exists in cone Ye,,oz and F(z) = O(zPh) ) 
for (z/ + 0 and Iz( + CC for all b E (c,d). 
(ii) Zf the Mellin transform f*(s) has singularities that are regular isolated poles 
in the strip S(s) E (c’, d’) where c’ <c and d’ >d, then the function F(z) has the same 
asymptotic expansions as f(x) up to z-” at 0 and up to order zPd’ at 00. 
Proof. Defining 
F(z)= & I Z+f *(s)ds R(s) = b 
one introduces an analytical function which matches f(x) on the real line. By an 
elementary estimate of the integrand we have F(z) = O(Z-~) due to the assumption 
concerning the smallness of f *(b + it) as t + f 00. Part (ii) is a simple consequence 
of (i) and the fact that f*(s) is the complex Mellin transform of F(z), as noticed 
above. 0 
To illustrate a simple usage of such an extension, let us consider the functional 
equation studied in Section 6.1, that is, 
f(z)=a(z)+f(pz)+f(qz) 
where a(z) is given. Denoting f*(s) the Mellin of f(x) we arrive at 
f*(s) =a*(s) + p-‘f*(s) + q-‘f *(s) 
which leads to f*(s) = a*(s)( 1 - p-$ - q-“)-I and a simply application of the residue 
technique allows to extract asymptotics of f(z) for large z in a cone 9~. In particular 
if a*(s) = cr(s)r(s) with a(s) of at most polynomial on fico, then the asymptotic 
expansion remain valid in all cone strictly included in LY’-~/~,Q because Ir(it)12 = 
n(t sinh(rct))-’ =O(e-“1’1) when t real tends to foe. 
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